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Abstract 

Student veterans were over-represented in serious student disciplinary cases at Western 

U.S. Community College (WUSCC).  Serious code of conduct violations include: 

disruption, narcotics/alcohol use on campus or at school-sponsored events, sexual 

misconduct, substantiated physical/non-physical threats of harm to others, and the 

possession or use of unauthorized weapons on campus.  This research was conducted 

through a qualitative case study, which sought to answer the question: What are the 

implications of military culture on student behavior at WUSCC?  Study participants 

included nine student veterans at WUSCC who shared their expertise via semi-structured 

interviews.  The results suggested that military culture does have a bearing on student 

veterans’ behavior in the community college setting.  To aid student veterans in their 

acculturation to WUSCC, the researcher suggested a tri-pronged solution, which included 

designing a roadmap for student veterans, hosting a student veterans’ orientation, and 

launching a strategic outreach program.  

Keywords: student veterans, military culture, community college culture, student 

discipline 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Military-affiliated students are those enrolled as post-secondary students who are 

active duty, reservists, National Guard, veterans or the dependents (typically spouses and 

children) of the aforementioned classifications.  This study was born of concerns related 

to military-affiliated students attending Western United States Community College 

(WUSCC), where an unfortunate disciplinary trend emerged among this segment of the 

college’s student population.  Though this group represented approximately 26.2% of the 

overall student population, they were the alleged perpetrators of approximately 51% of 

the serious student code of conduct violations (i.e., disruption, narcotics/alcohol use on 

campus or at school-sponsored events, sexual misconduct, substantiated physical/non-

physical threats of harm to others, and the possession or use of unauthorized weapons on 

campus) occurring at the school from the fall of 2013 to the spring of 2016 (“Code of 

Conduct,” 2013; “Databook,” 2015; Haynes, 2016).    

While military-affiliated students comprised a significant percentage of 

WUSCC’s student population, to maintain the feasibility of a case study, the research 

focused on veterans of the U.S. Armed Forces who were also WUSCC students.  For the 

purpose of this study, veteran was defined as, "a person who served in the active military, 

naval, or air service, and who was discharged or released therefrom under conditions 

other than dishonorable" (U.S.C. 38, 2011, sec. 101).  The community college’s most 

recent student demographic information indicated veterans (as differentiated from 

military-affiliated studednts) accounted for approximately 16.8% of the institution’s 

student population and were the alleged perpetrators of 27.5% of serious student 

disciplinary cases (Haynes, 2016; WUSCC, 2015).  To examine this concern through a 
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different lens, consider a per capita breakdown of the student population in relation to 

student disciplinary cases. Approximately 3,358 of students at WUSCC at the time of this 

research were student veterans (27 disciplinary cases); 1,043 were active duty (0 

disciplinary cases); 1,454 students were military dependents (23 disciplinary cases); and 

the remaining 14,726 were civilian or had not reported any military affiliation (48 

disciplinary cases).   Per capita, student veterans’ involvement in serious student 

disciplinary cases was nearly three times greater than their civilian counterparts – 0.8 and 

0.3 per 100 students, respectively (Haynes, 2016; WUSCC, 2015).   

Statement of the Problem 

A cursory glance at the statistics related to student veterans’ involvement in 

serious student disciplinary infractions at WUSCC indicated an unfortunate situation for 

both student veterans and the college.  Particularly troubling was the datum indicating 

student veterans were roughly three times more likely than their civilian peers to be the 

alleged perpetrators of a serious conduct violation; those students represent a small but 

impactful segment of WUSCC’s student population (Haynes, 2016; WUSCC, 2015).  

Student veterans accounted for slightly less than 17% of the overall student population 

(WUSCC, 2015).  Other contextual conditions conspired to complicate the student 

veteran concern at WUSCC, including plans the federal government initiated to downsize 

the military (Alexander & Shalal, 2014; Kirchner, 2015; McGarry, 2014; Vanden Brook, 

2015).  Nearly three-quarters of the service members who are separating from the Armed 

Forces expressed intent to use veterans’ education benefits to support their transition to 

the civilian workforce (Student Veterans of America [SVA], 2016).   
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As WUSCC is situated in an area where the economy is heavily influenced by the 

military, it is reasonable to expect alterations to military-based employment could have a 

direct impact locally (Fink, 2014).  Given the aforementioned downsizing initiative, one 

may expect that veterans who reside within WUSCC’s service area will turn to the 

college to refresh their skills, as suggested by the SVA (2016).  Based on the available 

data and on the circumstantial influences surrounding the student veterans’ concern at 

WUSCC, one may conclude that without intervention student veterans will continue to be 

over-represented in serious conduct violations at the college.   

Purpose of the Study 

Student veterans’ transition experiences to community college is a multi-faceted, 

emerging research topic within the higher education arena.  Student conduct in the 

community college setting may not be the first thought that comes to mind when one 

considers significant factors to a student’s development in a post-secondary educational 

setting.  However, maintaining a safe environment that promotes learning is central to a 

conduct administrator’s role on a community college campus (Dannells, 1997).  Student 

veterans’ over-representation in student disciplinary issues at WUSCC pointed to an 

opportunity to explore underlying factors to their behavior on campus. The purpose of 

this exploratory case study was to identify the self-perceived implications of military 

culture on student veterans’ behavior in a community college setting. 

Research Question 

Culture has been described as a set of shared assumptions that form the nexus 

from which a person’s values, attitudes, and ultimately their actions extend (Goldich, 

2011; Schein, 1992). Thus, it is reasonable to expect military culture plays a role in 
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student veterans’ actions, which will lead them to either violate or adhere to the student 

code of conduct.  For veterans who are transitioning to a community college environment 

from one marked by rigidity, the comparatively amorphous structure of the community 

college setting may precipitate student conduct violations.  In consideration of Goldich’s 

(2011) and Schein’s (1992) definitions of culture, this study sought an answer to the 

following question: What are the implications of military culture on student behavior at 

WUSCC?   

Aim of the Study 

The aim of this study was to design evidence-based interventions to mitigate 

student veterans’ over-involvement in the student disciplinary process.  These 

interventions would equip student veterans with tools, skills, and resources to temper 

instances leading to serious disciplinary infractions.  Without having a definitive reason 

for student veterans’ over-representation in serious student disciplinary cases at the study 

site, making recommendations prior to engaging study into the concern would have been 

arbitrary.  Thus, this research had a dual purpose: to identify cultural factors 

corresponding to the problem, and to design well-considered approaches to those 

influences.   

Methodology Overview 

Given the potential detrimental impact to the college campus of the negative 

behaviors enumerated in the introduction and background section, it was important to 

closely investigate the issues contributing to veterans’ involvement with the student 

disciplinary process at WUSCC.  This study sought to uncover those factors through a 

qualitative, exploratory case study.  Two questions guided the inquiry into the 
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disproportionate participation of student veterans in serious disciplinary cases at 

WUSCC:  

1. Why are student veterans heavily represented in serious code of conduct 

cases?  

2. What, if any, are the implications of military culture on student behavior at a 

community college? 

An exploratory case study provides the researcher an opportunity to investigate a 

current phenomenon as it occurs within its context (Yin, 2014).  Further, Yin (2014) 

posited an exploratory case study is an appropriate investigative method when the 

knowledge-base related to a phenomenon is limited.  Following Yin’s (2014) assertions, 

an exploratory case study was appropriate to this research for two reasons: (1) The 

knowledge-base related to student veterans’ involvement in the community college 

disciplinary process is in developmental stages, and (2) The context where the behaviors 

occurred and the behaviors themselves appeared to be intertwined.  Within a case study, 

the participants shape the lens through which a problem is analyzed (Creswell, 2014).  As 

WUSCC’s student veterans possessed significant information related to this problem, 

they formed the pool of study participants.  Their responses to a set of open-ended 

interview questions influenced the researcher’s understanding of the relationship between 

military culture and student veterans’ behavior at WUSCC. 

This exploratory case study framed the discussion about student veterans and their 

involvement with the student disciplinary process from the student veterans’ points-of-

view and within the context in which the phenomenon occurred (Yin, 2014).  The 

purpose of this exploratory case study was not to create generalizable theories that could 
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be applied to all student veterans at all community colleges.  Rather, outcomes derived 

from this exploratory case study were twofold: (1) They broadened theoretical 

perspectives from which the researcher considered WUSCC’s student veterans’ 

behavioral concerns within its context, and (2) provided data from which the college’s 

internal stakeholders could draw to build solutions to preemt future student veterans’ 

over-involvement in disciplinary issues.   

Given the lack of literature connecting military culture and student veterans’ 

involvement in disciplinary processes within community college settings, the study relied 

upon data gathered through various sources, including semi-structured interviews with 

student veterans at WUSCC and student conduct data.  Some study participants were 

student veterans who worked as student staff in the military and veterans programs office 

at the college.  The balance of the study participants were recruited through snowball 

sampling.  Student veterans were interviewed about their transition process from military 

service to their role of student; their understanding of culture as experienced in each 

setting (military and civilian); and, what student veterans think about how their military 

experience influences their behavioral choices within the community college context.   

The primary benefit of employing case study methodology to investigate this 

topic resided in accessing untapped perspective on this aspect of veterans’ transition.  

Subject knowledge was derived from the input of those whose lives and education are 

directly affected by this concern.  Interviews were analyzed both as independent cases 

and comparatively with each other.  Participant responses were then distilled from broad 

themes into nuggets that formed a comprehensive story of WUSCC’s student veterans’ 

experience.   
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Definition of Relevant Terms 

The following terms were used in exploring and explaining study participants’ 

responses to the research questions.  

Veterans: "person[s] who served in the active military, naval, or air service, and 

who [were] discharged or released therefrom under conditions other than 

dishonorable" (U.S.C. 38, 2011, sec. 101). 

Military-affiliated student: individuals enrolled as post-secondary students who 

are either active duty, reservists, National Guard, veterans or the dependents of 

the aforementioned classifications (work-related personal communication, 

October 30, 2014). 

Dependents: spouses or children of active duty, reservists, National Guard, or 

veterans of the U.S. Armed Forces; other individuals may qualify for dependent 

status based on specific guidelines (U.S.C. 37, 2011, sec. 401). 

Community college: a two-year, post-secondary educational institution that serves 

as a pathway to four-year colleges or universities, or that provide students with 

skills that will translate to workplace demands (“Vision and Mission,” 2014). 

Open-access community college: a community college that accepts prospective 

students regardless of their backgrounds or academic preparedness (work-related 

personal communication, October 22, 2014). 

Each term contributed to the approach the researcher used in the investigation 

regarding the cultural implications of military service on student veterans’ involvement in 

the disciplinary process.  While some of the definitions are broadly applicable, such as 

that of a veteran, other terms are specific to WUSCC.  As such, it will be important for 
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the reader to bear in mind that the definitions above are meant to describe the proposed 

study site; other institutions may operate under different constraints from those described 

in the aforementioned explanations. 

Assumptions 

An assumption related to the proposed research was that each participant would 

have their own definitions of military culture and community college culture.  Each 

branch of the Armed Forces has unique mores, which may contribute to an individual 

veteran’s definition of military culture.  The researcher expected definitions of military 

culture and of community college culture would be informed by individual participants’ 

experiences as an Airman, Coast Guardsman, Marine, Sailor, or Soldier and by their 

experience as a member of WUSCC’s community.   

Limitations and Delimitations 

Limitations 

A notable limitation of the proposed study rested within the narrow scope of 

working with student veterans rather than the institution’s entire military-affiliated 

student population.  As indicated in the introduction, the total of WUSCC’s military-

affiliated student population may have faced unique challenges to their civilian 

counterparts, which may have manifested in their behavior on campus.  Those concerns 

merit further research and should be reserved for future research.  For the sake of 

feasibility and to enhance the conversations surrounding veterans’ transitions to their 

civilian lives, the researcher focused on student veterans. 

Delimitations 

Perceptions and acceptance of the differences in behavioral norms may have 
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influenced the student veteran’s ability to adapt to community college culture.  Literature 

indicates the Armed Forces dispense a clear structure that provides distinct and frequently 

reinforced behavioral norms for their members (Hall, 2011; Goldich, 2011; Strom et al., 

2012).  Behavioral expectations at WUSCC, while broadly defined in the college’s 

student code of conduct, may vary from one class to the next based on an instructor’s 

preferences (“Code of Conduct,” 2014).  Given the proximity of WUSCC to a military 

installation, study participants strongly represented one branch of the Armed Forces more 

so than others.  Due to the proposed study’s being confined to a Western U.S. community 

college and not including representation from all military-affiliated students, the findings 

may not be generalizable to other regions or higher educational contexts. 

Leader’s Role and Responsibility in Relation to the Problem 

“A special kind of problem is an opportunity missed” (Bardach, 2012, p. 7).  The 

over-representation of student veterans in the student disciplinary process pointed to 

current and relevant problem.  In Bardach’s (2012) terms, to ignore WUSCC’s emergent 

student veteran concern, would represent an opportunity missed.  From the researcher’s 

perspective, the significant opportunity residing within WUSCC’s student veterans’ over-

representation in the disciplinary process was discovering influences on student veterans’ 

behavior.  Without analytical study, one could neither isolate the problem nor begin to 

design viable solutions.  Why is this study’s topic a leadership problem?  College leaders 

are in a unique position from which they may not only examine the interplay within the 

institution’s systems and frameworks, but also influence changes in those systems 

through their authority.  

Ostrom (2005) posited “to do our own work well, we are dependent on others to 
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do their work creatively, energetically, and predictably, and vice versa” (p. 4).  The work 

completed within an organizational context is contingent upon the efforts of all the actors 

within that environment (Ostrom, 2005).  One significant influence on the researcher’s 

perspective on the role of leadership in this research was directed by Lowney’s (2003) 

research on Jesuit leadership.  Essentially, Lowney postulated everyone within a given 

context is a leader, whether or not the individual recognized that role.  Students are 

leaders, providing an example for their peers and challenging faculty and staff to refine 

their practices.  College administrators are leaders who also possess legitimate authority 

to implement frameworks within the college system.   

From the researcher’s perspective, students within the community college context 

depend upon the college’s leaders to put in place and support systems that will promote 

their development.  Therefore, when opportunities arise to resolve presenting issues, 

community college leadership should intentionally work toward maximizing system 

effectiveness.  Accomplishing this end could be achieved by the college administrator’s 

commitment to two activities: (1) vigilantly focusing on the goals associated with their 

professional role, which largely includes “supporting the disadvantaged” (Kempner, 

2003, p. 378); and (2) regularly conducting systematic analysis of the systems over which 

they have responsibility, which supports the flexibility to respond to the ever-adapting 

environment that is higher education (Lowney, 2003; Ostrom, 2005).   

Significance of the Study 

Serious disciplinary incidents at WUSCC included disruptive behavior in the 

classroom or in other areas of the college; the possession or use of unauthorized weapons 

on campus; substantiated threats to harm others; assault; sexual misconduct; and the use 
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of drugs or alcohol on campus (“Code of Conduct,” 2013).  Student veterans were the 

alleged perpetrators of these serious disciplinary infractions at WUSCC in 

disproportionate numbers when compared to that group’s representation in the college’s 

overall student population.  Factors that appeared to contribute to the problem were: 

1. The U.S. government downsized military personnel in response to budgetary cuts 

(Alexander & Shalal, 2014; McGarry, 2014; Vanden Brook, 2015). 

a. Newly separated veterans are turning to community college to gain skills 

to facilitate transition into the civilian workforce (Alexander & Shalal, 

2014; McGarry, 2014; SVA, 2016).   

b. If all other factors remained the same, student veterans would likely 

continue to play a major role in serious student disciplinary concerns at 

WUSCC.  Relevant factors identified by WUSCC staff included: 

1. Faculty and staff being underprepared to support transitioning 

student veterans. 

2. Lack of awareness about the growing disciplinary issue within the 

student veteran population. 

3. Student veterans having no formal introduction to WUSCC’s 

culture. (personal communication, October 30, 2014) 

2. Current literature is relatively silent on the relationship between military culture 

and its effect on student veterans’ involvement in serious student disciplinary 

issues in the community college setting.   

3. Identifying the relationship between military culture and student veterans’ 

behavior in the community college setting could contribute to reducing the over-
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representation of veterans in the student disciplinary process at WUSCC. 

The emerging concern noted at WUSCC provided an opportunity to gather key 

information from many sources, including those not typically considered in relating to 

U.S. military veterans.  A philosophical foundation of the Creighton University (2015) 

Dissertation in Practice (DIP) is that the researcher will engage resources from areas 

within a given discipline and those external to the area of practice.  Such a foundation 

evokes a Jesuit leadership model wherein the leader embraces innovation by “do[ing] 

whatever the situation calls for” (Lowney, 2003, p. 160).  Based upon that definition, it is 

reasonable to expect a student of interdisciplinary leadership will engage tools bearing 

the potential to illuminate the research inquiry. 

Arriving at a dissertation topic was an organic experience born of interactions 

with student veterans and conduct administrators at higher education institutions across 

the U.S.  Curiosity prompted investigation into what appeared to be a trend in local 

conduct administration practice and about what colleagues, both local and external to the 

study site, indicated regarding their encounters with this segment of the student 

population.  The community college environment is one governed by mores for which 

violations may pose life-altering consequences for students who run afoul of the 

disciplinary process.  For example, an ill-conceived comment made by a student that may 

reasonably be perceived a credible threat could result in their expulsion.  Not only could a 

suspension or expulsion affect a student’s academic career (e.g., restriction from 

attending other colleges based on a negative disciplinary record), but it could have 

painful implications for student veterans whose educational benefits are the means by 

which they financially support themselves.  Students at WUSCC tend to be unaware of 
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the potential consequences of their behavior on a community college campus (work-

related personal communication, October 30, 2014).  They become aware upon entering 

the student disciplinary process.  Conduct administrators at WUSCC indicated a number 

of student veterans who have participated in the disciplinary process had not expected 

that taking on the role of student to be a challenge (work-related personal 

communication, February 11, 2014).  Student veterans learned how to function through 

the extreme situations presented in their military careers by first being prepared through 

vigorous and frequently reinforced training.  Thus, it is reasonable to expect that those 

student veterans beginning their community college experience may require time and 

training to acclimate to a new set of expectations and processes.   

Student veterans are experienced overcoming significant challenges and can be 

equally successful in the college environment when equipped with the proper tools; 

community college administrators are in a unique position to assist student veterans in 

this regard.  The significance of this study to the veterans’ transition journey is that it 

examined the transition into community college through a cultural lens.  This research 

shaped the issue as a cultural adaptation concern, rather than as a condition occurring 

purely from behavioral motivation.  Utilizing methodologies to foster acculturation, such 

as strategies one might adopt in the case of immigrating to another country, is not the 

only answer to the disciplinary problem.  However, approaching the current disciplinary 

issue affecting both student veterans and WUSCC as an opportunity to systemically 

enhance cultural competency reflects the type of ingenuity credited to the Jesuits for their 

ability to quickly adjust to changing environments, which remains a necessary skill for 

today’s community college leadership (Kempner, 2003; Lowney, 2003). 
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  Summary 

Exploring the veterans’ transition to civilian life by focusing on the implications 

of military culture on student veterans’ behavior at WUSCC is a multifaceted discussion, 

which will be explored in depth in the remainder of this paper. Chapter One introduced 

the topic; the research methodology utilized to investigate the study; and the influence of 

leadership theory on the researcher’s approach.  A summation of this study’s context 

includes the following factors: 

1. Veterans turn to college as an intermediary step to beginning their civilian 

careers (Alexander & Shalal, 2014; McGarry, 2014; SVA, 2016);  

2. WUSCC experienced a trend of student veterans’ disproportionate 

involvement with the disciplinary process that merited study; and  

3. There was little research available that explicated a correlation between 

military culture and student veterans’ behavior in the community college 

environment.   

Investigating this topic as an exploratory case study provided the researcher an 

opening to interpret student veterans’ over-representation in the disciplinary process 

using definitions and themes determined relevant by student veterans.  Focusing on the 

student veterans within WUSCC’s student population was appropriate because it was 

timely and relevant to the larger topic of veterans’ transition experiences.  The study’s 

themes were derived from concepts that emerged from participants’ responses to 

interview questions.  Those themes represented both expected and unanticipated 

constructs.  Jesuit leadership philosophy inspired the researcher to embrace the 

unexpected and to remain sensitive to situational opportunities (Lowney, 2003). 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The effect of military culture on a veteran’s transition to post-secondary education 

is complex, and researchers have analyzed this issue from a number of different points of 

view (Demers, 2011; Rumann, Rivera & Hernandez, 2011; Strom et al., 2012; Osborne, 

2014; Woll, 2010).  One aspect of veterans’ transition experiences meriting closer review 

is the significance of military culture on veterans’ transition to their roles as college 

students.  The following is an overview of the literature related to veterans’ adjustments 

to academic environments.  It begins with a description of culture and concludes with 

some of the needs articulated by student veterans whose insights have been gathered in 

conjunction with studies that have occurred in university settings.  As there was a dearth 

of material that directly corresponded to military culture and student behavior in a 

community college context, it was important to the study that the literature review 

included material that provided a foundation for the discussion of solutions which will be 

presented in Chapter Five. 

Student Conduct Administration – Professional Practice 

Student conduct administrators are often viewed by faculty and staff as the 

college’s resident experts on all things regarding student discipline – a distinction that 

finds its basis in formalized delegations of authority within the college’s structure 

(Dannells, 1997).  While it is true that today’s conduct administrators are trained to 

discipline students as a component of supporting an environment that is conducive to 

learning, it is equally accurate is that conduct administrators also play a distinct role in a 

student’s learning in a post-secondary context (Dannells, 1997; Stimpson & Janosik, 
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2015).  Student disciplinary practice is oriented to fostering appropriate, ethical decision-

making, which ultimately yields personal growth for those who find themselves 

participating in a conduct process (Baldizan, 1998).  Historically, student conduct 

administration was perceived as being bound to a college’s mission, viewed as a means 

of providing holistic care for individual students, and by extension, the campus 

community (Dannells, 1997).    

Despite the altered perspective – in comparison with the historical administration 

of student discipline – accompanying the contemporary practice of conduct 

administration, the role of a campus’ conduct administrators remains focused on 

promoting student development (Dannells, 1997).  Helping students negotiate the ethical 

dilemmas occurring within the post-secondary environment supports the development of 

skills student veterans will need as they transition, yet again, after college (Lancaster, 

2012).  Though student veterans have different life experiences from their non-military 

classmates, learning opportunities embedded within the student disciplinary process are 

important to their development as students and as participants within civilian settings 

(Osborne, 2014). 

Contextual Influences 

Alexander and Shalal (2014) reported a federal plan to downsize U.S. Army 

personnel by approximately 13% to 15% in response to proposed spending cuts over a 

three-year span between 2014 and 2016.  The Air Force was expected to eliminate 11,300 

of its staff within fiscal year 2015 (McGarry, 2014).  An overall reduction of active duty 

military personnel was estimated to net a lean force of roughly 1.31 million service 

members, which represents a decrease of about 37,000 service members (McGarry, 
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2014).  Both the U.S. Army and Air Force are significant to WUSCC’s host community, 

and alterations to the rosters of active service members could affect the local economy 

(Fink, 2014).  Some of the individuals who become separated from service may turn to 

post-secondary education to prepare for careers in the civilian sector.  According to 

Pease, Billera, and Gerard (2016), veterans returning from recent military action overseas 

are often “in the prime years of employability” (p. 84), so gaining the skills to integrate 

into the civilian employment sector is likely important to members of this cohort.  Thus, 

it is reasonable to expect the student veteran population may increase at WUSCC as 

veterans seek training opportunities.  Without purposeful intervention from college 

administration, it is conceivable that negative behavior perpetrated by student veterans 

will increase in tandem with their representation in the community college’s roster.  

History of Influencing Student Disciplinary Practice 

While the current trend may presage negative outcomes for veterans transitioning 

to college, it also highlights an opportunity to empower student veterans to use the skills 

forged in military service to facilitate positive academic results.  Student veterans’ unique 

experiences as they transition from active duty environments to educational environments 

has influenced the reach of student conduct administration since the inception of the G.I. 

Bill of 1944.  Originally called The Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944, the G.I. Bill 

was intended as a means of helping veterans assimilate in civilian environments after 

serving in World War II (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs [VA], 2013).  Veterans 

returning home from military action after the Second World War, young men who were 

being drafted and sent to fight in the Vietnam War, and other college students who had 

felt disenfranchised by the in loco parentis model of student disciplinary administration, 
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whereby a college assumed the rights and responsibilities of a student’s parents, exhibited 

resistance to the heavy-handed disciplinary structure (Dannells, 1997; Thomas, 1991).  

Conduct administration practice adjusted in response to the pressure, shifting from strict, 

parent-like control over students’ behavior to treating college students as adults, 

possessing both contractual rights and those rights afforded by the U.S. Constitution 

(Dannells, 1997; Thomas, 1991).  Thus, the relationship between colleges and their 

students shifted from that of caregiver to a child, to that of a contractual association 

between mature, voluntary participants (Dannells, 1997). Similarly, the influx of today’s 

veterans to college campuses may provoke a systemic response from higher education 

institutions to find a more suitable model to assist student veterans’ in acclimating to 

academic environments and achieving success. 

Literature about the Professional Practice Setting 

Culture 

Eaton (2015) described culture as being “comprised of deeply embedded values, 

assumptions, behaviors, and attitudes … the human glue that makes the [organization] 

unique” (p. 47).  Swidler and Arditi (1994) suggested that culture includes not only overt 

demonstrations, such as art and music, but also includes implicit systems in which people 

interact and derive meaning.  Goldich (2011) defined culture as “the most significant 

internal attitudes and mindset of the collective membership …” (p. 59).  Hall’s (2011) 

perspective on culture narrowed the lens through which culture was shaped by the 

preceding definitions by delving into common characteristics of the military experience, 

including: (a) the authoritarian structure; (b) isolation both from the civilian life and 

extended family, which exacerbates a reluctance or inability to pursue long-term 
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relationships with others; (c) a distinct class structure, which is marked by the rank 

system where officers and enlisted live and work in close proximity but have very 

different lifestyles; (d) frequent nuclear family separations; and (e) the requirement of 

constant vigilance, which serves as a reminder that all members of the community must 

be prepared at a moment’s notice to perform in a specific manner to support the 

military’s mission.   

The Armed Forces are singularly hierarchical and oriented toward collective 

thinking rather than pointed to an individual achieving their own desires (Goldich, 

2011).  Military success hinges upon its members’ abilities to function from a perspective 

where the needs of many supersede those of an individual (Demers, 2011).  Olsen, 

Badger, and McCuddy (2014) expounded upon the value veterans place on group 

cohesiveness by contrasting the camaraderie accompanying the military lifestyle with the 

relative independence transitioning student veterans find upon entering college.   

Barring military academies, the college environment tends to be one in which 

students are expected to develop a firmer self-identity and the ability to think along a 

continuum rather than in black and white terms (“Crisis of Identity,” 2011).  McBain, 

Kim, Cook, and Snead (2012) suggested veterans have “unique challenges” (p. 11) that 

distinguish them from their non-military peers.  Some of the aforementioned challenges 

include readjustment to civilian life, and managing the physical and mental health issues 

resulting from combat duty (McBain et al., 2012).   

Culture’s Influence on Behavior 

Adler and McAdams (2007) suggested culture is responsible for directing 

individuals to “socially acceptable plots” (p. 98) so people effectively participate in a 
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pattern of sanctioned behavioral stories within their groups.  Broesch and Hadley (2012) 

defined culture as “information … that is acquired from others and is capable of affecting 

behavior” (p. 376).  In his treatment on culture as it relates to organizational psychology, 

Schein (1990) said the following: 

Culture is what a group learns over a period of time as that group solves its 

problems of survival in an external environment and its problems of internal 

integration. Such learning is simultaneously a behavioral, cognitive, and an 

emotional process. Extrapolating further from a functionalist anthropological 

view, the deepest level of culture will be the cognitive in that the perceptions, 

language, and thought processes that a group comes to share will be the ultimate 

causal determinant of feelings, attitudes, espoused values, and overt behavior. (p. 

111) 

Schein’s (1990) description indicated the concept of culture is difficult to isolate 

from the factors that contribute to a phenomenon people would recognize as culture.  

Culture is not solely a set of similar behaviors or ideas shared by a group.  It is an 

expression of observable behaviors that is spurred by internal, unobservable processes, 

which are shared by members of a group (Schein, 1990).  Based on Shepherd’s (2011) 

work on behavioral outcomes generated by implicit cultural determinants, one may 

conclude that student veterans’ behavior are subconscious expressions of the frameworks 

they developed in order to successfully negotiate their military careers.   

Shepherd (2011) argued that “we use more culture than we know” (p. 139) as 

people move between context and attempt to build meaning from their experiences.  

Therefore, to understand student veterans’ behaviors in the community college setting, 
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one must consider the context through which those students may interpret their 

educational journeys.  One challenge associated with understanding the relationship 

between cultural frameworks and behavior is that while people may act according to a set 

of subconscious cultural primes, those frameworks are so entwined with contextual 

experiences that they may not be able to identify or describe contributing factors to their 

behaviors (Shepherd, 2011).  Military basic training conditions new recruits to behave 

according to a set of almost autonomic responses when presented certain stimuli   

While non-military students must negotiate their own set of complications in 

achieving their academic endeavors, the average non-military student will not have to re-

learn how to participate in the civilian education environment.  A student veteran has 

effectively traded one role and identity for another which is, to a degree, unknown 

(“Home Alone,” 2011).  The non-military student has an expectation that they will direct 

their own path; typically, the college will not establish a student’s routine (Ackerman, 

DiRamio & Mitchell, 2009).  From student veterans’ perspective, the lack of clear 

direction from the college translates to their needing to reorient their thought processes 

from those focused on what would benefit the group – as was standard in student 

veterans’ military careers – to their individual needs and desires (Ackerman et al., 2009). 

In addition to special challenges, military veterans tend to be characterized by the 

depth of their experiences in high-stress situations and abroad, which results in this 

cohort demonstrstrating levels of maturity that are inconsistent with the maturity 

demonstrated by traditional college students (Osborne, 2014).  The presence of these 

factors coupled with the strong historical framework surrounding military service 

distinguish the U.S. Armed Forces as an organization possessing a unique culture, with 
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each branch taking on aspects of the broad culture, yet simultaneously representing a 

culture specific to the smaller organization (Schein, 1990; Strom et al., 2012). 

Culture shock and cultural competency.  Woll (2010) suggested student 

veterans find the transition into academia “… more foreign … than [the transition to] 

general civilian life” (p. 14).  One veteran described his transition to the college 

environment as ‘culture shock’ (Woll, 2010, p. 14).  Tinto (1975) posited a student’s 

social connections with subcultures within the existing college culture influences the 

student’s ability to work successfully within the dominant college culture.  Thus, a 

student veteran who struggles to find purchase in any aspect of a community college’s 

culture may find it equally challenging to realize their academic goals.  The onus for 

cultural competency does not solely reside with the student veteran, though members of 

that student population have a significant bearing on the discussion.  A higher learning 

institution bears the bulk of the responsibility to foster a learning environment that allows 

for the academic achievement of all its students.  Denoba (as cited in National Center for 

Cultural Competence [NCCC], n.d.) described an institution’s capacity for cultivating an 

environment characterized by cultural competence as being dependent upon five factors:  

(1) valu[ing] diversity and similarities among all peoples; (2) understand[ing] and 

effectively respond[ing] to cultural differences; (3) engag[ing] in cultural self-

assessment at the individual and organizational levels; (4) [adapting] the delivery 

of services and enabling supports; and (5) institutionaliz[ing] cultural knowledge. 

(para. 6) 

Based on that description, an institution frames the development of cultural competence 

by having a supportive infrastructure in place. 
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The central inquiry of this proposed study includes the concept of cultural 

competency demonstrated by student veterans within the community college 

environment.  Brown (2012) suggested an individual’s racial, ethnic, socioeconomic 

backgrounds, and their sexual identification may contribute to negative classroom 

behaviors.  Those attributes are some culturally defining factors that can shape an 

individual’s worldview (MacDonald, 1998).  One could argue military experience is also 

a characteristic which shapes an individual’s perspectives, values, beliefs, and actions.  

Understanding how one’s own values and beliefs affect interactions with others is the 

beginning of gaining cultural competence (Brown, 2012).  Denoba (as cited in NCCC, 

n.d.) noted understanding is foundational to developing cultural competency.  Without an 

introduction to or the insight from an interpreter of the new culture, understanding does 

not freely occur, and a smooth adaptation is nearly impossible.   

How other groups experience cultural challenges.  It stands to reason an 

international student would experience some difficulties adapting to their host college; 

such issues as ethnic differences and language barriers are readily observable 

impediments these students face in their transition to college-level study in a host 

country.  Specifically, international students confront challenges that fall into four broad 

categories: “general living adjustment …, academic adjustment …, socio-cultural 

adjustment …, and personal psychological adjustment” (Tseng & Newton, 2004, pp. 591-

592).  Black students at a Southeastern university indicated despite their belonging to 

mainstream citizenry, they felt isolated during their undergraduate studies at a 

predominately White institution (Davis et al., 2004).  Strategies that were useful to easing 

the cultural adaptation for both international students and Black students at 
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predominantly White institutions included developing social connections with host 

groups, reflective practice to encourage self-awareness, and accessing formal support 

structures (Davis et al., 2004; Tseng & Newton, 2004; Zhou, Jindal-Snape, Topping, & 

Todman, 2008).       

Do student veterans comprise their own culture?  Using the definitions 

provided by Eaton (2015), Swidler and Arditi (1994), Goldich (2011), and Hall (2011) as 

a framework for understanding military life, one may conclude military-affiliated 

students exhibit cultural characteristics separate from non-military students.  Strom et al. 

(2012) posited veterans represent a subculture meriting specific care due to 

characteristics created or exacerbated by their military backgrounds.  It is important to 

identify how those distinctions manifest and contrast with traditional post-secondary 

customs to determine how to mitigate the roadblocks veterans face in their transition to 

college.  Schein (1990) specifically pointed to the intensity of a combat environment as a 

significant contributor to the composition of military culture.  The fact veterans were 

particularly indoctrinated toward preparation for national defense, be that on U.S. soil or 

abroad, informs their worldview and contributes to their interaction with others.       

In their research to discover the means of facilitating the transition of veterans 

returning from Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OEF/OIF) to 

the University of Arizona, Francis and Kraus (2012) found despite a homogenous racial 

background, veterans of recent wars on their campus exhibit similar frustrations of 

marginalized groups.  These students struggle to find their identities, to identify the 

power structure within the educational system, and to determine where they fit (Francis & 

Kraus, 2012).  Student veterans have a unique perspective, fine-tuned by their military 
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experience, from basic training through combat action, and their eventual separation from 

the service (Strom et al., 2012).  The distinctive worldview hones a student veteran’s 

values, beliefs, and their need for support in civilian-oriented settings, such as the 

community college environment (Francis & Kraus, 2012; McBain et al., 2012).   

How Veterans Negotiate Transition to the Civilian Experience 

Reintegration into the civilian arena is a major life change.  The adjustments that 

accompany alterations to one’s perceived and implied status (by virtue of military rank) 

can undermine a veteran’s sense of purpose when transitioning to a civilian life (Demers, 

2011).  Diminished sense of purpose, dissonance in their relationship with real life 

because of the contrary versions of what is real as experienced in their military and 

civilian roles, and feeling as though they do not have a clear place in the civilian world 

are some contributing factors to stress some veterans feel as they transition from active 

duty to veteran status (Demers, 2011).  These feelings, without specific intervention, may 

contribute to chronic stress, and in turn, precipitate some anti-social behaviors, including 

interpersonal violence (Seltzer & Kalmuss, 1988).  

Veterans of recent wars.  When some veterans of OEF/OIF left the wars and 

eventually separated from their respective branches of service, they found themselves 

bereft of a sense of community and culture imparted by their military experience 

(Demers, 2011).  Some veterans may view post-secondary education as a means of filling 

the vacuum created by their transition out of the military.  The college experience, while 

often glamorized in popular media, may exacerbate issues for student veterans who are 

not prepared for the stressors they may encounter in an academic setting.  One specific 

example of the issues some student veterans encounter is substance abuse.  College 
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students have long born the reputation of being impulsive and of misusing alcohol; to a 

degree, this sort of risk-taking behavior is viewed as part of the traditional college 

student’s experience (Poe, 2010).  In a study about the risk-taking behaviors in which 

veterans of recent wars tend to engage, Widome et al. (2011) noted this particular group 

of students have a greater likelihood of succumbing to alcohol abuse and of becoming 

involved in physical altercations than do their non-veteran counterparts.  For the veterans 

of recent wars, alcohol use and willingness to engage in physical altercations are 

symptomatic of larger behavioral health concerns and bear implications for their chosen 

colleges and communities (Widome et al., 2011). 

Veterans on campus.  In a qualitative study of military personnel’s transition to 

the civilian sector via college, Ackerman et al. (2009) explored the perceived gaps in 

communication among the VA, services offered on college campuses, and what veterans 

experience in the classroom.  Some veterans described their pre-separation briefings as 

irrelevant to their situations (Ackerman et al., 2009).  Their conversion to members in a 

post-secondary, education-based society becomes more challenging because student 

veterans must simultaneously negotiate VA constraints while navigating the college 

enrollment processes (Ackerman et al., 2009).  For each of the participants in Ackerman 

et al.’s research, a unique transition story emerged based on the individual’s branch of 

service, prior college experience, and on the support networks in place at their chosen 

post-secondary institution.   

The divergence noted in the vignettes within Ackerman et al.’s (2009) study 

contrasts with the relatively uniform environment of the military.  Not only can the 

different social norms of the service branches create barriers for the transitioning veteran, 
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but they make it difficult for colleges to know how to serve this segment of the student 

population (Ackerman et al., 2009).  Grossman (2009) estimated that 40% of the veterans 

returning from recent conflicts do so with either mental health concerns, physical 

impairments, or a combination of the two.  Beyond the challenges created by physical or 

mental health issues are those related to the cognitive processing necessary for a 

successful academic career.  The military thrives on its recruits’ compliance with external 

direction, orientation to collective thinking, and a consistently reinforced worldview 

comprised of categorical mores (“Crisis of Identity,” 2011).  In some ways, the student 

veteran is caught between competing identities, and may struggle to find a means of 

integrating their military self with their civilian self (Adler & McAdams, 2007).     

The challenge of transitioning from a system where all personal interactions are 

predicated upon a clearly defined and visible hierarchy (i.e., military rank) to one where 

boundaries and participants’ roles are not visibly identifiable, poses another obstacle for 

the transitioning veteran.  Such a clear structure does not exist on the typical college 

campus.  Woll (2010) noted some student veterans struggle to determine expectations a 

college may have of them because there are norms which are not articulated and render 

the student veteran feeling foreign to the community college environment.    

As student veterans are such a unique population, one solution to mitigate the 

challenges they encounter in college environments is to construct veteran-specific 

cohorts.  The intended consequence of such structures would be reduced stress related to 

the acclimation process.  However, Olivas and Li (2006) posited that successful 

adaptation to a new culture requires that people become fully immersed in their new 

environment.  When colleges help student veterans make connections with civilians 
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within their campus communities, benefits to the veterans may include decreased 

isolation some student veterans feel during their transition and enhanced support 

networks (Olivas & Li, 2006; “What matters,” 2011).  Developing cultural awareness 

between the college and its student veterans may require students and staff to employ 

reflective practice related to their interactions with each other and the college to teach 

student veterans about the services available to them.   

Student veterans who are transitioning from their military careers via the 

community college environment may need a more personal touch to mitigate challenges 

associated with acclimation.  Ostrom (2005) posited shared mental models, or thought 

patterns that ultimately influence behavior, are integral to building mutually beneficial 

outcomes.  The mental models some student veterans have developed are derived and 

reinforced by repetition in the military.  Face-to-face communication tends to be 

supportive of constructing convergent mental models between action arena participants 

and in fostering understanding (Ostrom, 2005).   

What are Common Needs and Desires Expressed by Student Veterans? 

Ackerman et al. (2009) sought to answer the question of what transitioning 

veterans need to feel adequately supported in the post-secondary environment, and a 

large number of their study participants indicated a desire to be connected with peers who 

shared experiences.  These students expressed a desire to hear from their peers about the 

skills and practices that would prepare them to succeed as students after life in the 

military (Ackerman et al., 2009).  The freedom traditional students associate with the 

college experience is daunting to some veterans who spent years being told what to do, 

how to accomplish tasks, and where they should be in order to be in compliance 
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(Ackerman et al., 2009).  Some veterans have noted the boundaries provided by the 

military served as a means of imbuing predictability in the midst of chaotic experiences 

that also coincide with active duty service (Demers, 2011). 

Osborne’s (2014) study with student veterans at a Midwest university indicated 

some veterans feel disconnected from other, non-military affiliated students.  One 

challenge transitioning veterans may encounter as they shift roles from being in active 

service to that of student in a civilian context is working through the mindset adopted 

during time in service which, simplistically stated, taught them to view the world from an 

us versus them perspective (Demers, 2011).  This mindset echoes that of international 

students and of minority students in mainstream higher education settings who have 

expressed feelings of isolation and as though they do not fit within the new culture (Davis 

et al., 2004; Tseng & Newton, 2002).  One way colleges have sought to enable the 

international students’ adaptation to the higher education environment includes hosting 

on-boarding events that address cultural differences (Olivas & Li, 2006).  Davis et al. 

(2004) however, cautioned that college-sponsored cultural awareness development 

activities may have the opposite effect and may create barriers among student groups.  

What some students found more helpful than college-initiated groupings was connecting 

with other campus community members through affinity groups (Davis et al., 2004).     

Leadership Literature 

Social identity, as described by Haslam, Reicher, and Platow (2011), may be 

credited for the reason an individual defines themself as a member of one group as 

opposed to another; what meanings the individual attributes to group membership; the 

perspectives distinguishing in-group and out-group membership; and forms the basis of 
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group behavior.  Ostrom’s (2005) research enriched the discussion on the implications of 

identity as derived from positional roles within a system.  According to Ostrom, the 

positions held by members within a system have a direct connection to actions each 

takes.  Thus, the situation faced by student veterans at WUSCC is compounded by the 

“degree to which participants control their own entry or exit from a position” (Ostrom, 

2005, p. 41).  Roles within the community college context are relatively fixed in that the 

instructor retains positional authority over students in the classroom; the student’s 

primary control resides in executing personal choices that are either supportive of or that 

detract from their individual educational experience.  In this particular context, where all 

the people within the system assume a leadership role, the measures an individual takes 

in order to advance their objectives will vary.   

Ideally, student veterans who are transitioning into the community college 

environment should be empowered to effect change in their educational experience, as 

they are ultimately responsible for the successful negotiation of their educational journey.  

Given their experiences in the Armed Forces, it is reasonable to expect that WUSCC’s 

student veterans look to the college’s authority figures to lead them through the student 

experience by “show[ing] the way” (Heifetz, 1994, p. 23).  Though Kelly, Kendrick, 

Newgent, and Lucas (2007) focused on broad college entry and persistence factors, their 

suggested approach of affecting student success prior to that individual’s entrance to the 

college may have bearing on the student veteran’s transition experience.  Taking the time 

to acclimate student veterans to their new environment so they can anticipate potential 

challenges and their opportunities to excel may enhance overall retention (Kelly et al., 

2007).   
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Henriksen (1995) conducted a study with community college students that 

assessed their orientation and degree counseling experiences.  While the study was not 

related to student veterans and is notably dated, Henriksen’s work demonstrated that the 

racially and ethnically diverse student cohort that participated in the research found 

orientation helpful to their overall college experience.  Study participants indicated they 

felt equipped to access the college’s resources to support their success (Henriksen, 1995).  

In a longitudinal study that tracked university students’ persistence, Murtaugh, Burns, 

and Schuster (1999) noted that students who had participated in a Freshman Orientation 

at Oregon State University were statistically more likely to persist in their studies.   

It is worth acknowledging a community college and a university are two distinct 

structures, one characteristic by which the institutions may be differentiated is the length 

of time anticipated that students spend on the rosters of each.  Between the time a student 

enrolls in college and their sophomore year, there is an increased likelihood of attrition 

(Murtaugh et al., 1999).  Thus, it behooves colleges to design interventions to interrupt 

this unfortunate pattern.  Along with retaining student veterans at the community college, 

orienting this segment of the student population to WUSCC’s mores could translate to 

their being better equipped to avoid involvement in serious disciplinary concerns.  

Summary 

Understanding culture, as the construct relates to the student veteran’s behavior at 

a community college, is integral to this study.  While literature describing a connection 

between military culture and a student veteran’s involvement in the student disciplinary 

process does not exist, there is material that traces the role of culture on behavior (Adler 

& McAdams, 2007; Brown, 2012; Demers, 2011; Goldich, 2011; Tinto, 1975).  Past 
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research on the experiences of international students studying in U.S. colleges and on 

those students who have been historically marginalized by the mainstream culture may 

elucidate concerns reintegrating student veterans experience as they pursue academic 

endeavors at a community college.  Both international students and students from 

marginalized populations have indicated challenges in understanding and adapting to 

mainstream college contexts (Olivas & Li, 2006; Tseng & Newton, 2002; Zhou et al., 

2008).  Those student groups have also shared strategies they have employed to enable 

acculturation to the mainstream group (Davis et al., 2004; Tseng & Newton, 2004; Zhou, 

Jindal-Snape, Topping, & Todman, 2008). 

The expression of violence and the turbulent transition to the civilian world seem 

an indication that while student veterans have separated from their military careers and 

combat situations, the consequences of those experiences have left an indelible mark on 

this segment of the student population.  It would be impractical to expect student veterans 

to educate the larger college population about their cultural perspectives.  There are 

simply too few of them in such a vast, civilian-oriented environment.  Present research 

would lead one to conclude that responsibility for creating institutional cultural 

competence resides with both the college and the student veteran (Davis et al., 2004; 

Tseng & Newton, 2004; Zhou, Jindal-Snape, Topping, & Todman, 2008).   

In order to unpack participants’ responsibilities in crafting institutional cultural 

competence, one must consider the capacities by which each member of the system may 

participate.  The institution can engage in rigorous self-study to determine the 

effectiveness of their services and supports to student veterans (Dannells, 1997).  From 

that research, WUSCC can begin to anticipate student veterans’ needs for educational 
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support and create the infrastructure to promote both social integration and academic 

success (Francis & Kraus, 2012; Tinto, 1975).  What is within the individual’s control is 

to design a strategy to navigate the challenges presented by cultural differences.  Student 

veterans do not have control over the college, but they do have control over their 

behaviors when participating in such a system.   

An important component to the overall development of cultural competence in the 

community college setting is acknowledgment of the uniqueness of each culture present.  

For the purpose of this study, the researcher focused on isolating factors singular to 

military culture and to community college culture.  At WUSCC, stakeholders share a 

common language, and often, share nationality.  One could reasonably argue broad 

cultural similarities should diminish transition challenges some veterans experience as 

they enter the community college setting.  After all, transitioning veterans are not tasked 

with having to learn an entirely new language in order to be WUSCC students.  However, 

as student veterans who participated in this study shared, it does not seem to have been 

the broad-based cultural expression (e.g., language or particular manners of dress) that 

caused consternation.  If anything, the shared macro-cultural expressions appear to have 

increased the difficulty in understanding the differences expressed at more intimate 

levels, such as those at the college or within the classroom.  Examples of those nuanced 

interactions are explored in Chapter Four.  As student veterans at WUSCC described their 

experiences adapting to WUSCC’s culture, they exposed themes highlighting cultural 

differences they discovered in their journeys and opportunities to encourage their 

integration. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

Nearly 75% of veterans who are separating from active duty expressed intent to 

bolster their workforce skills by accessing post-secondary education (SVA, 2016).  The 

recent trend within WUSCC’s student veteran population signaled an opportunity to 

explore the student veterans’ experience and isolate contributing factors to their over-

representation in the disciplinary process.  The purpose of this qualitative study was to 

identify the self-perceived implications of military culture on a student veteran’s behavior 

in the community college setting.  Isolating study participants’ thoughts related to their 

behavior at WUSCC added value to the conversation about supporting the transitioning 

veteran.  However, it was important that the research be more than a set of compelling 

stories; it must form the basis of solution-finding in response to the presented problem.  

To that end, the aim of this study was to design evidence-based interventions to support 

student veterans in the community college environment.   

These evidence-based interventions are intended to equip both the college and 

members of the student veteran population with tools, skills, and resources to mitigate 

student veterans’ over-involvement in the disciplinary process.  Findings may form a 

foundation from which WUSCC’s administrators may design institutional solutions (e.g., 

student veteran orientation, formalized guides to services) to mitigate some of this 

cohort’s student disciplinary issues.  Dannells (1997) posited case study research, 

particularly as it occurs within the field of student services work, “is a useful way of 

linking developmental theory to disciplinary practice” (p. v) that is overlooked as a 

means of building solutions for college students who become engaged in disciplinar 
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proesses.  Student veterans who access this study may find in the contributions of their 

peers a means of framing and communicating their needs in the community college 

setitng, or they may construct their own roadmap in anticipation of concerns that may 

arise as part of their journey in higher education.     

Research Design 

This study relied upon qualitative research, specifically conducted as a case study, 

whose intent was to uncover themes and construct meanings from those themes based on 

participants’ contextual understanding of their experiences (Creswell, 2014).  Case study 

research is largely based on the constructivist worldview; thus, meaning is derived from a 

study participant’s individual experiences (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Creswell, 2014).  The 

question central to the study was: What are the implications of military culture on student 

behavior at WUSCC?  Supporting questions to the primary inquiry include: 

• How do student veterans define and describe military culture? 

• How do student veterans define and describe civilian community college 

culture? 

• How does the student veteran’s understanding of civilian community 

college culture influence their expectations as related to campus 

behavioral norms? 

• What is the relationship between military culture and a veteran’s 

engagement in misconduct on a community college campus in the Western 

U.S.? 

Approaching these questions from a case study framework allowed student 

veterans, who are experiencing or have experienced the transition from their military 
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careers to being community college students, to share their experiences within bounded 

parameters (Creswell, 2014).  This study’s research methodology was influenced by three 

primary factors: 

• The lack of material exploring the effect of military culture on student 

veterans’ behavior in the community college environment;  

• the intentionally narrow focus of the study – a specific segment of the 

student population at WUSCC;  

• and the potential to amass rich data; made the exploratory case study 

methodology an appealing way to investigate the issue.   

Specifically, the study’s design framed the discussion about student veterans and 

their involvement with the student disciplinary process from student veterans’ 

understanding of culture and the student disciplinary process at WUSCC.   Though the 

scope of the investigation was limited, it was the researcher’s hope that the information 

that resulted from the study will prove useful to WUSCC as well as to other institutions 

which seek to design evidence-based interventions for student veterans who are 

transitioning into the community college environment.     

Given the disciplinary trend within WUSCC’s student veteran population, it was 

important to collect data related to the issue from those people most likely to be affected.  

Certainly, research on this topic could have occurred using quantitative methodology, but 

the nuances within study participants’ stories would have been missed, which would in 

turn, detract from potential solutions derived from this research.  Taking a qualitative 

approach allowed the researcher to collect robust descriptions of a student veteran’s 

experience that would not have been accessible in the same manner from a quantitative 
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approach (Creswell, 2014).  No two individuals are alike, and that uniqueness is reflected 

in WUSCC’s student veteran population.   

All the study participants met the requirements of the case study (current WUSCC 

students, who were also student veterans), and so their contributions were considered a 

formative aspect of this research.  Additionally, as the researcher had not identified other 

studies that explored the connection between military culture and student veterans’ 

behavior in a community college setting, investigating WUSCC’s trend through a case 

study lens was a means of isolating themes to support future study.  Based on information 

derived from the data, the researcher formulated a story related to the student veterans’ 

experiences at WUSCC, which the reader may explore in Chapter Four.  

Recommendations based on those findings are presented in Chapter Five.  

Case Study Methodology 

Qualitative research makes room for a researcher to analyze a problem 

comprehensively, considering significance placed on phenomena by the study 

participants (Creswell, 2014).  Roberts (2010) credited qualitative research as a 

mechanism by which a researcher can examine the “essential character or nature of 

something” (p. 143).  Case study methodology is a qualitative method characterized by 

its ability to permit the researcher to examine contextually relevant and current 

phenomena as they unfold (Yin, 2014).  In this study, the researcher employed realist, 

case study methodology to the end of “shed[ding] emperical light about” (Yin, 2014, p. 

71) strategies for WUSCC and student veterans that can be utilized to mitigate behaviors 

that result in student veterans’ over-involvement in the disciplinary process.   

Building a unified story from themes exposed in individual participant responses 
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provided the researcher an opportunity to explore the relationship between military 

culture and student veterans’ behavior on campus.  Examining student veterans’ 

involvement in WUSCC’s disciplinary process from a constructivist viewpoint rather 

than from a theoretical basis altered the lens through which the researcher perceived the 

issue.  Particularly, this perspective humanized concerns student veterans face in their 

transition to WUSCC.  Student veterans’ voices formed the foundation of the study.   

The researcher analyzed data by identifying patterns within each study 

participant’s responses to open-ended questions posed in a semi-structured interview.  

Resulting data was then reviewed in a cross-case analysis, so outcomes reflect aggregate 

information that may be utilized directly by the institution or by the student veteran who 

is preparing for their community college experience (Yin, 2014).   

Participants/Data Sources 

WUSCC is included in the number of higher education institutions that have 

offices specific to the needs of the military-affiliated student.  Characterized by the 

Center for Community College Student Engagement as an extra-large institution, 

WUSCC serves a diverse student population, including those who have a military 

affiliation (“Comparison Groups,” 2016).  As this research directly corresponded to 

student veterans’ cultural adaptation experiences at WUSCC, the study focused on those 

students’ voices.  Eligible participants were defined as current WUSCC students who had 

served in the U.S. Armed Forces prior to beginning their post-secondary studies at the 

college.  The researcher recruited participants using a purposeful sampling method, first 

inviting student staff who worked in the college’s military and veterans programs office 

to participate in the research (Creswell, 2014).  Student staff within the military and 
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veterans programs office typically are veterans, were readily accessible to the researcher, 

and met the study’s participation criteria.  Thus, for the research project those students 

were a logical group from which to start gathering data.   

Study participants were invited to participate through a letter, which detailed the 

purpose of the study and the intent for study results.  Additional study participants were 

gathered using snowball sampling method, meaning eligible study participants directed 

other students, who were equally qualified, willing to elucidate the topic, and join the 

study.  Communication between study participants and the researcher, outside of the 

actual interviews, occurred via email.  Those interactions were limited to appointment 

arrangement; providing copies of signed consent forms; transmission of data (e.g., 

interview transcripts, corresponding themes, their feedback); and the sharing of the 

individual’s case along with the cross case analysis for the purpose of member checking.   

Data Collection Tools 

Data collection for this study consisted of semi-structured interviews (18 

questions within a strict 90-minute time limit) with nine study participants.  The sample 

size was based on the average number of serious student conduct events involving 

student veterans from fall 2013 through fall 2015.  During that time period, an average of 

twelve incidents, where a student veteran was the alleged perpetrator, occurred each year.  

Interviewing 75% of that number allows for study replication; created a foundation from 

which future researchers may build “generaliz[ations] to … other concrete situations” 

(Yin, 2014, p. 72); and provided the researcher an opportunity to investigate the issue 

from a multiple-case perspective, which promoted richer data collection and a robust 

study (Yin, 2014).   
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Gathering data through semi-structured interviews (Appendix A) allowed student 

veterans to inform the research; they provided terminology and themes significant to their 

experiences.  Based on information derived from the interviews, evidence-based solutions 

and opportunities for further study emerged.  Prior to addressing the primary study 

questions, study participants responded to a brief series of questions related to the 

individual’s personal and military background.  Examples of those questions are:  

• In which branch(es) of the Armed Forces did you serve?   

• How long did you serve in the military?   

• What do you plan to accomplish at this college? 

Student veterans answered open-ended questions about military culture, 

community college culture, and about their transition from the former to the latter 

environment.  Examples of those questions follow: 

• How would you describe the culture at this community college? 

• How would you describe military culture? 

• How do you think your military experience affects your experience at this 

institution? 

Data Collection Procedures 

Prospective participants were invited to participate in the study via an 

introductory letter, which the researcher distributed from the college’s military and 

veterans programs office (Appendix B).  Five of the participants were student veterans 

who were part of the veterans’ work study program.  The remainder were recruited 

through snowball sampling.  Interviews took place in areas removed from distractions to 

promote conversational interaction, as an important aspect of this research was providing 
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student veterans an opportunity to openly share their experiences transitioning into and 

working through their programs of study at WUSCC.   

Prior to beginning the interview, study participants were presented a consent form 

to sign (Appendix C); reminded of the study’s purpose; advised the interview would be 

digitally recorded; informed of their right to decline answering any question presented in 

the study; and assured their responses will be treated with confidentiality (barring 

indications the student intends to hurt themself or others).  Study participants were 

advised they would be invited to review their interview transcript and the resulting 

themes identified by the researcher.  Finally, the researcher provided information about 

how students would be informed of the study’s results when they became available.   

All interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim (minus filler 

words) by a professional transcription service called Rev.  During the interviews, the 

researcher took notes as a back-up to the digital recording.  After each interview, the 

researcher completed a reflective writing exercise to process the experience in a brief 

narrative.  Conversation notes and reflective journaling were utilized in concert with 

interview transcripts to identify themes relevant to the research question.  Each transcript 

was analyzed as a sole case and then comparatively with the other cases to elucidate 

recurring themes between participant responses.   

Isolating relevant themes, or coding, took place with the aid of a qualitative data 

analysis tool.  QSR International’s NVivo software, as is true of other computer-assisted 

qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS), did not supplant the researcher’s 

obligation to be involved in data coding (Yin, 2014).  Rather, the software provided a 

means of organizing data and acted as a repository from which the researcher could 
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simultaneously access all the study participant responses to make logical comparisons 

between them based on codes identified as integral to this particular study.   

Accounting for Biases   

The researcher was the conduit through which information related to issues 

student veterans face at WUSCC was collected and transmitted.  This study developed 

from the researcher’s professional curiosity about student veterans’ experiences at 

WUSCC.  The researcher was heavily engaged in conduct administration at a community 

college, which contributed to the lens through which this particular concern was 

perceived.  Along with any biases that may have been derived from the researcher’s 

profession, the researcher’s personal background with the military also created an 

opportunity for bias to influence the gathering or transmission of information related to 

this study.  The researcher is a former military spouse and is the parent of an active duty 

member of the U.S. Army.  Given those personal connections, one may reasonably 

surmise the researcher could be tempted to include only the research data that would 

reflect favorably on student veterans.   

Since the study took place at a community college with a vulnerable population, it 

was imperative the researcher was respectful of both the hosting institution and of the 

people who volunteered to share themselves with the researcher through the project.  A 

large component of demonstrating respect to all involved parties includes managing the 

researcher’s biases regarding the topic.  In recognition of those biases, and due to the 

researcher’s commitment to completing both a valid and reliable study, the researcher 

actively took measures to present a trustworthy document.  Bracketing activities aided the 

researcher in reinforcing a distinction between their personal and professional experience 
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with the military and information shared through participant interviews.  Completing 

anticipatory reflection prior to each interview aided the researcher in identifying and 

separating personal biases from their role and behavior as a student of this topic.   

In vivo terms, meaning those words and phrases used by study participants, were 

utilized to present, as much as possible, student veterans’ experiences in their own words, 

thereby presenting a study characterized by rich, thick descriptions (Creswell, 2014). 

Though individual cases were a significant aspect of the overall research, the 

comparisons of data between participants’ responses oriented the study’s focus to the 

student veterans’ perceptions, rather than to the researcher’s.  Cross-case analysis 

contributed to the validity of this research.  Each case stands on its own, but is also 

bolstered by the contributions within the other cases.    

Member checking was another procedural step taken by the researcher.  

According to Creswell (2014), member checking is another means of enhancing the 

perceived accuracy of the proposed research.  To that end, each study participant was 

provided a copy of the researcher’s summation of their interview along with the cross-

case analysis.  Thus, participants were able to review the information, provide feedback 

as merited, and verify that the researcher maintained the integrity of what they shared 

during the data collection process, and they were allowed to provide clarification as 

merited.  The researcher’s intent in performing different reliability checks throughout the 

research process was to assure that the participants’ experiences would be honored in the 

re-telling, and that readers of this research may be confident that information presented 

here provides a reliable description of the phenomena from the perspectives of those 

student veterans who were interviewed. 
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Data Analysis   

Weaving together recurring themes into meaningful patterns and a comprehensive 

view of a phenomenon is the end of qualitative research (Roberts, 2010).  Data analysis 

for case study research corresponds to complex, real-world situations.  Thus, Yin (2014) 

recommended an equally complex approach by which data can be analyzed.  Glaser and 

Strauss (2009) described the constant comparative method typically applied to grounded 

theory research as a means of combining process with ingenuity.  The success of the 

constant comparative method hinges upon the researcher’s ability to build themes based 

on inductive reasoning.  Yin credited inductive data analysis for “mak[ing] useful 

connections between data” (p. 164).  Analysis of the data collected for this study 

borrowed from constant comparative method.  Data were collected in tandem with 

analysis, so understanding related to the exploratory process developed through 

interactions rather than separately from the interactions with data (Glaser & Strauss, 

2009).   

Interview transcripts formed the basis of data for the study.  Other artifacts such 

as the researcher’s journal entries (conducted for bracketing purposes), provided 

additional context to the study.  Broad themes within each transcript were identified by 

the researcher in the NVivo software.  The researcher read each transcript and organized 

broad categories based on questions in the interview protocol.  Narrower categories were 

distilled from the initial group.  Themes in individual responses and those occurring 

across interviews were aggregated to build a robust description of student veterans’ 

experiences at WUSCC.   

After data collection, the researcher used inductive reasoning to explore 
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constructs within the research material (e.g., interview transcripts, notes, journal entries) 

to isolate the study’s findings (Creswell, 2014; Glaser & Strauss, 2009).  Unlike 

grounded theory methodology, which has an end toward designing theory, this research 

aimed to present a clear story of student veterans’ transition experiences at WUSCC so 

evidence-based interventions could be designed.  Any merit associated with this study 

corresponds to study participants’ willingness to share their stories and upon the 

researcher’s ability to convey student veterans’ “rich, thick description[s]” (Creswell, 

2014, p. 202) of their experiences at WUSCC and the meanings participants attribute to 

those experiences.  

Ethical Considerations 

Before data collection occurred, the researcher successfully completed the 

institutional review board (IRB) process at WUSCC (Appendix D) to gain approval to 

conduct a study with human subjects (IRB#160401ER).  Additionally, the researcher met 

the requirements of Creighton University’s Institutional External Review policy 

(Appendix E), and as such, was permitted to conduct the study without additional 

oversight from the university (Reference #897120-1).   

As noted in the previous section, the researcher intentionally engaged methods to 

manage their biases in order to present a reliable study.  Equally important to actively 

checking biases was the researcher’s handling of data.  Data collection and storage are 

integral to ethical research practice.  Before study participants completed their interviews, 

they received a consent form that explicitly stated the researcher had not identified any 

potential personal risk they may experience as a result of participating in the research.  

Each participant was provided a copy of their signed consent form for their records.  
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Consent forms, digital recordings, and the interview transcripts are maintained in each 

participant’s electronic file, which are secured on both an internal and an external hard 

drive under password protection.  The password is known solely by the researcher.  Study 

participants were identified by gender-neutral pseudonyms (i.e., Avery, Blake, Charlie, 

Devon, Harley, Jordan, Quinn, Rory, and Sam) during audio recordings and on all study 

documents in order to protect their identities.  The pseudonyms were assigned 

alphabetically and according to the order in which participants were interviewed, so the 

first interviewee was Avery, and so on.  Electronic files were labeled according to the 

aforementioned pseudonyms. 

Services used in support of the study (i.e., transcription and CAQDAS) created 

opportunities to compromise the research.  To protect the privacy of student participants 

and of the host institution, the researcher was mindful of the services engaged and 

screened those servicers’ policies regarding privacy.  Rev, the transcription service, was 

selected because of its reputation; its commitment to privacy, as demonstrated in their 

handling of file transmission via 128-bit SSL encryption; and due to the confidentiality 

agreements that must be signed and adhered to by transcriptionists in their employ 

(Rev.com, n.d.).  Rev will delete audio files upon request (Rev.com, n.d.).  The 

researcher will submit a request for deletion to Rev after three years post-study have been 

completed.  Transcripts and other study-related materials will be retained for seven years.  

As previously noted, the researcher used QSR International’s NVivo software to code 

and analyze interview data.  The researcher selected this software based on its reputation, 

privacy standards, and for the features supporting data analysis that were appropriate to 

this study.  QSR International’s privacy policy specifically indicated “QSR does not 
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collect any details of the data you are working with when you use our software products” 

(QSR International, n.d.). 

Along with employing the aforementioned tools and structure the researcher 

deemed supportive to conducting a reliable study, the researcher’s manner of 

communicating about the study and with study participants was an expression of the 

researcher’s commitment to ethics.  Using clear, consistent and honest communication 

appeared a theme in Creswell’s (2014) guidance on conducting ethical research.  The 

invitation letter, informed consent, and the interview protocol clearly indicated the 

study’s purpose, the researcher’s responsibility to the study and to the participants, and 

the participants’ rights within the context of the research.  Participants were notified that 

the interviews would be recorded, were informed to the purpose of the recording, and 

made aware that they could stop the interview and recording at any time without being 

subject to any negative consequence.  Interview questions were crafted to provide study 

participants a forum by which they could direct the researcher’s understanding, rather 

than an inquiry that led the participants in fitting the researcher’s presuppositions.  

Finally, once data collection and analysis were completed, study participants’ feedback 

was solicited as a means of mitigating any of the researcher’s biases that may have 

survived the other bias checking activities. 

Student conduct administrators are educators.  They guide students through 

learning processes associated with behaviors that are inconsistent with contextual norms 

(Baldizan, 1998).  Conduct administrators at WUSCC have a number of resources to 

enable student learning at their disposal.  One tool those leaders use with frequency is the 

developmental interview, of which directed reflective practice is a component.  In a 
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directed reflective exercise, the conduct administrator walks with a student along the path 

that precipitated the alleged negative behavior, discusses what other options were 

available besides those chosen in a given incident, and helps the student formulate 

strategies to avoid future infractions (personal communication, October 1, 2013).  In 

Lowney’s (2003) description of how leaders are refined, he categorized the type of 

coaching associated with the conduct administrator’s practice as “directing” (p. 97).  A 

director cannot change another person, though they have the capacity to help the other 

individual find their way (Lowney, 2003).  Data collected within this study has the 

potential to inform the conduct administrator’s practice as related to student veterans so 

directed reflective exercises used in disciplinary meetings can include strategies that arise 

from evidence-based themes.   

Summary 

Data, without being formed, codified, or directed to a purpose, is noise.  The work 

done with data makes it useful.  Since this research was predicated upon individual 

student veterans’ personal experiences, the researcher felt compelled to honor study 

participants by listening and seeking to understand.  The benefit of investigating the 

intersection between military culture and student veterans’ involvement in the student 

disciplinary process through a case study lens is that the topical information presented 

within this document was distilled from the input of those whose lives and education are 

directly affected by this concern.  Insight provided by student veterans, which 

encompassed the totality of their decision-making process as they negotiated their college 

experience, including enrollment and the fulfillment of course responsibilities, elucidated 

concerns some precipitating factors of student veterans’ involvement in the student 
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disciplinary process.  Learning from student veterans who are at various stages of their 

academic careers may also yield information about what they wish they had known about 

the college before beginning their studies. 

Perceptions about and acceptance of the differences in behavioral norms may 

contribute to the student veteran’s ability to adapt to WUSCC’s culture.  Literature 

indicates the military dispenses a clear structure that provides distinct and frequently 

reinforced behavioral norms for its members (Ackerman et al., 2009; “Crisis of Identity,” 

2011; Goldich, 2011).  The community college environment does not mirror the military 

structure, where a component of generating successful outcomes corresponds to its 

members’ ability to unify and to conform to meet the group’s need (Demers, 2011; 

Goldich, 2011).  To a degree, an amoebic structure coincides with the college experience, 

where the emphasis tends to be on individual development, rather than on contributing to 

a group initiative (Ackerman et al., 2009; Rumann & Hamrick, 2011; Rumann, Rivera, & 

Hernandez, 2011).  Through this study, the researcher identified themes related to student 

veterans’ transition experieces to WUSCC.  Those themes provided the foundation of 

WUSCC’s student veterans’ story as shared in Chapter Four, and they pointed to 

potential solutions to the forces that have contributed to their over-representation in the 

student disciplinary process.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS AND THE EVIDENCE-BASED SOLUTION 

Introduction 

The purpose of this exploratory case study was to identify the self-perceived 

implications of military culture on student veterans’ behavior in a community college 

setting.  Student veterans were nearly three times more likely than their civilian 

counterparts to have been implicated in serious student code of conduct violation at 

WUSCC, despite their representing slightly less than 17% of the college’s student 

population.  To that end and to retain a manageable scope of the study, the researcher 

sought an answer to the following question: What are the implications of military culture 

on student behavior at WUSCC?   

At the time of this writing, the researcher had not uncovered other studies that 

specifically explored a relationship between military culture and student veterans’ 

behavior in a community college setting.  Thus, this study centered on capturing student 

veterans’ self-perceived implications of military culture on their behavior at WUSCC.  

Semi-structured interviews with nine eligible study participants provided the data that 

will be presented in this chapter.   

The aim of this study was to design evidence-based interventions to mitigate 

student veterans’ involvement in the student disciplinary process.  Embracing intentional 

solutions to the behavioral challenges WUSCC’s student veterans face would benefit 

both the students and the college.  The hope undergirding this research is that as a result 

of this study student veterans would be equipped with tools, skills, and resources to 

moderate instances leading to disciplinary infractions.   
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Chapter Four provides the reader entrée to the thoughts of a sample of WUSCC’s 

student veterans.  First, the reader will be given an overview of the study’s participants 

from a demographic perspective – observed age range, observed gender, branch of 

service, time in service, number of deployments, prior community college experience, 

educational aspiration, and time at WUSCC.  Next, there will be an exploration of study 

participants’ description of the military and community college cultures; their 

understanding of behavioral expectations in the military and at WUSCC; instances of 

culture-based misunderstandings; and student veterans’ self-identified supports to 

adapting to WUSCC’s culture.  The data herein begins to form a basis for understanding 

student veterans’ over-representation in serious student disciplinary cases at WUSCC.  

More importantly, insights gained from this research should elucidate approaches that 

will be of mutual benefit to student veterans and to the institution. 

Presentation of the Findings 

A total of nine participant interviews were recorded and professionally transcribed 

by Rev, a transcription service.  Each interview was treated as an individual case, was 

coded as such according to a set of themes (i.e., community college culture, military 

culture, culture similarities, cultural differences, military culture and the community 

college experience), and then compared against each other.  As the transcriptions were 

returned to the researcher, each interview was coded to isolate major themes, which were 

based on the questions in the interview protocol.   

Questions in the data collection protocol pointed to specific topics intended to 

isolate themes that would answer the primary research question: What are the 

implications of military culture on student behavior at WUSCC?  To maximize the 
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information provided by study participants, the researcher used a qualitative data analysis 

tool (NVivo) to further explore the material.  The point of the analysis is to find “patterns, 

insights, or concepts that seem promising” (Yin, 2014, p. 162).  Coding provided a 

structured manner to engage the analytic process. 

Who Were the Participants?   

Eligible study participants were honorably discharged U.S. Armed Forces 

veterans who attended WUSCC (see Table 1).  Of the nine participants, five were 

members of a veterans’ work study program on campus, and the remainder were 

individuals recruited through snowball sampling.  Eight of the participants were paying 

for their schooling through veterans’ tuition benefits earned as a result of honorable 

service.  Three participants were women; six men participated in the study.   

The majority of the study participants indicated an intent to continue their studies 

by pursuing more advanced education at a university.  A few of the study participants 

indicated they had been admonished by one of their instructors for behavior in the 

classroom; two shared that an instructor had made a threat of submitting their names to 

WUSCC’s conduct administrators for misconduct.  It is also worthwhile to note that the 

majority of the study’s participants considered the time spent at WUSCC to have 

contributed positively to their lives. 

Participant Narratives 

It was important to the researcher that study participants remain anonymous.  In 

the following descriptions of the individual participants, features by which they may be 

identified will not be included.  The reasoning for this is so the reader may consider the 

information within each narrative with minimal distraction.  
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Table 1 

Study Participants 

 
Avery.  Avery had attended WUSCC for four semesters and was preparing for a 

transition to the local university at the time data was collected for this study.  Avery spent 

four years in the Army, 15 months of which they were deployed.  During the interview, 

Avery readily responded to the questions in the protocol and spoke with pride about their 

service.  Given that Avery had four semesters of experience at WUSCC, the interview 

had a reflective tone.  Avery shared their initial difficulty with the community college 

experience. 

… when you’ve first transitioned from military to college life everything is new. 

The initial transition was difficult and mainly because you are given training 

manuals and very detailed instruction in the military, and when you get to college 

not to say military personnel can’t do this, but they are told to think for 

themselves. It’s not impossible, but completely different from the previous four 

years of my life.  

Variable 
Age 
group 

Branch(es) 
of Service 

History of 
deployment 

Prior 
community 
college 
experience Plan to transfer 

Avery 24-30 Army         X 
 

          X 
Blake 31-35 Army         X X           X 
Charlie 31-35 Army         X 

 
          X 

Devon 51-55 Air Force & 
Army 

        X X 
 

Harley 46-50 Army         X X           X 
Jordan 31-35 Army         X 

 
          X 

Quinn 24-30 Army 
 

X           X 
Rory 31-35 Army         X X 

 

Sam 46-50 Air Force         X 
 

          X 
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Community college culture. In describing WUSCC’s culture, Avery noted a 

significant military population.  In contrast to the military-affiliated cohort, Avery shared 

thoughts on some members of the civilian population at the college:  “…you sit in a 

classroom of people that seventeen, eighteen, nineteen year olds that all they can do is 

complain about how mom wouldn’t let them do this that or the other…”  Beyond 

describing the kinds of people one might encounter as a WUSCC student, Avery spoke to 

mores or expectations within the community college culture.   

College lets you think for yourself … [new student orientation] had a big, about 

two minute, blurb about not cheating and not doing plagiary[ism] or anything else 

like that … college is trying to be proactive and get veterans to come out to events 

or debates or to just be involved in anything.   

Despite the indication of an introduction to WUSCC’s student behavioral 

expectations, Avery also discussed a perceived lack of consequences for students who are 

“slackers.”  People within the community college culture did not meet agreed upon 

schedules for group projects.  About group projects in WUSCC classes Avery said, “I 

think that’s one of those, the first times you realize, “Oh crud, I can’t count on any of 

these people.” 

Military culture.  Avery painted a picture of military culture that mirrored that 

described in Chapter Two’s literature review.  Avery characterized military culture as 

having a distinct order.   

Everything is in steps, you have to do A before you accomplish Z; there is no 

other order. You have leeway in some circumstances but for the most part there is 
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one way to do it and if it’s not done that way then … you are let know, let’s just 

say that.   

Within military culture, there is clear direction on behavioral expectations and 

cultural norms.  In response to a question about how one knew what behavioral 

expectations were in the military, Avery said:  

You were told about two inches in front of your face really quick what they were.  

Basic training ingrains into you; you listen to your superiors, you do not ask 

questions, you follow the order or you will be on the floor, or your face will be on 

the floor, and you will learn really quick not to disobey orders.  

 Military-specific systems reinforce the acculturation process.  “When you transfer to 

your whatever garrison you are eventually going to [after basic training], same scenario 

but at least on the enlisted side as a private, you do what you are told, when you are told 

at that moment, there is no ‘I’ll get to it tomorrow,’” Avery said. 

Along with the structure and rigorous cultural cultivation that are singular 

experiences to military culture, Avery talked about camaraderie: “…you develop pretty 

special bonds with people that you deploy with and go through all sorts of crud with.”  

The connections born of military experience seem to persist as active duty members 

separate from the service and transition to a community college environment.  “There is a 

lot of military [at WUSCC], so you don’t really mean to, you just gravitate towards each 

other without even knowing really.  It’s not like we can tell by haircuts anymore, so it’s a 

weird dynamic that people find each other.” 

Cultural similarities and differences.  Though the cultures have different 

characteristics, Avery was able to share where there are convergences and divergences 
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between the community college and military cultures.  The similarity Avery identified 

was organization.  In the community college setting, structure is conveyed through a 

course syllabus.   

There is some similarities when it comes to organization as far as your syllabuses 

are basically your dates and times to get certain things accomplished … It’s really 

the biggest thing.  You have your syllabuses; you are told what days to get certain 

things turned in …  

Avery fine-tuned their description by saying the syllabi were similar to military 

structure by virtue of the deadlines highlighted within those documents.  They provide 

students a reasonable depiction of what to expect regarding class assignments.  Another 

similarity identified by Avery was the specific approach to forming a college paper.  

“There is very specific ways to write papers, there is no deviating from those ways, so it’s 

not really, short of writing the paper itself, a creative process.” 

Avery described more differences than similarities between the cultures.  “One of 

the biggest differences is when you first get out of military initially you don’t notice it, 

but the camaraderie is not there anymore.”  There were superficial factors indicated as 

well, “You don’t have the uniform anymore; you don’t have to wake for PT in the 

morning, and that’s a plus, I guess. Your sixteen hour days have been reduced to however 

long you are required to go to school …”  

Another difference Avery shared was that between responses to group work 

within the two cultures.  

In the military environment if your group members are not responding and doing 

what they are supposed to do; you can fire them, you can kick them out of your 
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group; you can let them go. College environment no, they are sticking with you, 

you are all getting the same damn grade irregardless and yes, you can complain 

about them, and yes, they might be docked five, ten points but that’s, it’s nothing 

like the military where that guy is going to get smoked … thrown to a different 

corrective unit or something along those lines if he can’t perform. 

According to Avery, the manner by which people responded to time and deadlines 

between the community college and military cultures was a difference as well.  

Not to say you didn’t have instances like that in the military where things had to 

happen last minute just because things change, but for the most part you had a 

plan of action in place that had certain deadlines that were met. 

Another insight Avery shared corresponded to the philosophical bent of each 

environment.  “[T]he military takes care of everything for the soldier, I mean everything 

…” To further explicate what the military’s care for a soldier looks like, Avery 

explained: 

[W]hen you get deployed in the military, for instance, the last thing the military 

wants you to do is think about your home situation. What do they do?  They step 

up family readiness groups … They usually have a Rear-D that is a group of 

soldiers that can’t be deployed for one reason or another …Those soldiers usually 

go over there to take care of those families [of the deployed soldiers]. 

As noted earlier, it was Avery’s assertion that WUSCC expected students to 

operate independently.  Avery had not identified similar support or guidance-oriented 

structures at the college for student veterans as those instituted by the Army.   
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[Y]ou are given training manuals and very detailed instruction in the military, and 

when you get to college, not to say military personnel can’t do this, but they are 

told to think for themselves. It’s not impossible, but completely different from the 

previous four years of my life.  When you get into that community college it’s not 

that [veterans] expect the same kind of treatment, because they can handle 

themselves, but like I said, they may have not been very forward thinking. 

Themes.  In coding Avery’s interview, a few themes emerged as prevalent to their 

experience transitioning between active duty and student veteran status.  The first was 

military structure.  That the word military was used throughout the conversation was 

consistent with the topic, but that Avery used the term or related derivatives 22 times 

seemed reflective of the influence of the military culture on their life.  The military 

created Avery’s structure, provided a baseline of expected behavior, not only for Avery 

but one that guided their interactions with other active duty personnel.  Military life 

taught Avery how information would be conveyed and how Avery should respond to said 

information.  Avery learned to depend upon members of their team due to the military’s 

influence and simultaneously gained awareness that their teammates would depend upon 

Avery’s contribution to the group’s efforts.  Avery used the term “battle buddy,” which 

reinforced the sense of responsibility described by Avery as being emblematic of the 

Army life and an aspect missed once as Avery transitioned into student veteran status.  

The next prevalent theme was characterized as benefits, specifically the G.I. Bill.  

Avery described a desire to have better understood the education benefits prior to 

embarking on their studies at WUSCC.  A number of significant factors related to 

education benefits as Avery related their thoughts on this factor of the WUSCC student 
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veterans’ experience; this included a lack of education-based stipend payments during the 

breaks between semesters, or the potential gap between funds being issued to cover books 

and the actual cost of those materials.  About this, Avery said:  

Another downfall is books.  Your veterans benefits do not pay for all of your 

books, they don’t.  What I have had to help a lot of veterans with is 

[understanding the book stipend] at least initially their first two semesters. They 

don’t know any better, I didn’t. 

Central to the benefits discussion was that for the student veterans, using the 

benefits is unrelated to the number of credit hours an individual carries.  For the student 

veterans who are using their tuition benefits, time is of the essence.   

A lot of veterans use the Post-911 benefits thinking, “I’m going to get that money 

every month,” but what they don’t realize is that depending on if they are taking 

three credit hours or 21 credit hours, they could be hurting themselves.  For 

instance, if they only take 3 credit hours, they are under half-time and will not 

receive the full money stipend.  If they take the bare minimum to be considered 

[full-time], 12 credit hours, they won’t graduate with a bachelors before their 

benefits run out.  There are many other scenarios, but these are just two examples 

of why most GI bill education is necessary. 

One measure Avery felt would have been beneficial to their transition would have 

been to receive recurring training on how veterans’ education benefits work at WUSCC.  

In conveying what this suggestion may comprise, Avery said, “a month by month almost 

breakdown, I guess you’d say, on the benefits.” 
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 While Avery acknowledged a number of their concerns could have been 

addressed by calling the VA, there was also a sense that contacting the federal agency 

presented challenges related to the applicability of information to WUSCC’s processes.    

Now those could have been solved by calling the VA ahead of time and actually 

figuring more things out on my own.  But until it actually happens, it’s a shot in 

the dark, and when they tell you about your benefits, they don’t necessarily 

neglect, but often leave out facts – like in between semesters you won’t be 

receiving anything, any support. 

Another significant theme that emerged from the interview was the level of 

political and global awareness Avery attributed to military service.  This awareness was 

perceived by Avery to be a contributing factor to WUSCC’s student veterans’ lack of 

participation in college activities and some frustration they may express in classes where 

such topics as war, politics, and civil rights may be central to discussion.  Avery said, 

“[W]hen you are in History 101 and talking about war scenarios or anything like this, and 

you have other students putting in their two cents about the things they have no idea what 

they are talking about, it’s very frustrating.”  Avery expounded upon this thought: 

I think that’s one of the reasons veterans in general are very political, at least the 

ones that I’ve run into.  When you’re having political debates in class for instance, 

and you have seventeen year-old Johnny putting in his two cents about a world 

he’s never even been into, I could see scenarios where keeping your mouth shut 

would be very difficult.  It has been majority of my college career it has been.  In 

general, when the college is trying to be proactive and get veterans to come out to 

events, or debates, or to just be involved in anything, I think the initial reaction as 
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far as those things are concerned [is] it’s better just to stay away so I don’t get in 

trouble. 

Blake.  Blake had been a WUSCC student on and off from 2011 after having been 

stationed at a military installation within the college’s service area.  It was Blake’s 

expressed intent to complete another term at WUSCC before transferring to a local 

university.  Blake spent slightly less than eight years in the Army, during which they 

were deployed for 15 months to a combat zone.  The conversation with Blake was 

conversational and simultaneously concise.  In describing the initial transition experience 

from being active duty to becoming a student veteran at WUSCC, Blake cited their 

primary challenge as being related to classroom feedback.   

Mostly that's with … especially if I'm taking online class, the lack of getting 

feedback from the instructors … because I can never get a hold of the instructor 

and they don't give much feedback or much instruction at all. 

As the discussion persisted, Blake elucidated the experience with vignettes from 

their Army career.  One sensed Blake felt proud of their time in the service and 

that there was a distinct connection between their military career and their 

experience as a student veteran at WUSCC. 

Community college culture.  Blake noted that the military-affiliated population is 

well-represented at WUSCC: “We have a lot of military population, we have probably 

the highest in the state.”  At the same time, there are a number of non-military people in 

the college community.  Overall, “[t]his community college culture is very diverse is 

what I would probably say would be the best way to describe it.”  Blake also described 

the contribution of social mores to the culture within the community college 
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environment.  Classroom expectations may have been written, but those were viewed 

more as loose guidelines: “…some of the teachers will tell you, ‘Well, the syllabus is just 

a base guideline, we can modify it as we go.’”   Modifications may include the amount of 

required class attendance or when assignments actually need to be submitted.  According 

to Blake, it is not unusual for a student to hear from their instructor:  

The class really, these dates that I put on here are really because I had to put 

something in the syllabus, but I really don't care about the dates as long as you get 

it to me before the last day of the class. You don't really have to attend the class if 

you want, as long as you do stuff online and you pass, and you're here for the 

major deadlines, we're good. 

Blake described WUSCC as an environment characterized by flexibility: “[people 

in the] environment who are … more laid back on their own time.”  

Military culture.  Blake shared a number of thoughts on military culture.  

Initially, Blake described military culture as being characterized by a “structured 

environment.”  Blake explicated this phrase by saying,  

We came from a strict, regulated background in the Army, in [the] military where 

you had to do this, you had to stay on track, do this, do that at a certain times … It 

was very structured.  [In the] military, you're told when to be somewhere, what 

you need to get done, how long you have to do it, and what it needs to look like.  

You're given point blank instructions, what you've got to do, when you got to do 

it, where you got to be, when you go to be.  That's the military culture.  You have 

to follow, and you have to know your lines, your boundaries.  What you're 
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allowed to do per regulation, what you're not allowed to do per the regulations … 

There's no gray. It's black and white.  

In a question about how one knew what behavioral expectations were in the 

military, Blake explained that an individual’s introduction to the Army’s expectations 

began at the Military Processing Center (MPC), where prospective military members 

undergo their intake.  From there, more guidance is presented through basic training and 

the leadership there.  Blake credited their induction process to Drill Sergeants:  

They're there to make sure you do what you're supposed to do if not, it's miserable 

for you. Your life sucks. Because they'll make your life a living hell. They're the 

ones who instill that discipline and that fear into you being like, "Okay, this is 

what you've got to do." That's when they'll also let you know that you have to 

follow these rules per the Uniform Military Code of Justice, the UCMJ. 

Blake’s Army career of being a paralegal provided particular insight to the 

military justice system and may have influenced the way Blake expressed their 

understanding of the implications of the UCMJ to a soldier’s life.  Blake drew a clear 

connection between a soldier’s actions and consequences detailed in the UCMJ. 

[I]f you're given an order and you disobey it, that's a direct violation of a direct 

order. That's punishable by the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Which means 

that you can get in trouble; you can lose rank; you can lose pay; you can lose your 

free time; you can even get kicked out of the military eventually for stuff like that. 

You know what you can do and what you can't do, per the rules. 

Blake shared how their career tilted the lens through which they experienced the 

structure by which the military is often characterized.   
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Besides being in the military so I knew the structured environment.  I had a little 

bit of a leeway because of my job as a paralegal … You had to see what [victims 

or witnesses] went through, so you had to learn from them.  You had to talk to 

witnesses, to victims of different cases, different things.  Sex assault, domestic 

violence, stuff like that – including the young kids who were victims of those, so 

we had to learn those experiences.  We had to keep an open mind mostly. 

Paralegals, we didn't have complete structure like everybody else did because we 

had to deal with those complexities. 

Along with the cultural implications of codified behavioral expectations within 

the Army, Blake discussed those surrounding communication within the Army.  Blake 

described an environment where direct and clear communication were the norms, “You 

had to tell it how it was, especially with your job – with the commands, and no you can't 

do this because of that.”   

Cultural similarities and differences.  Blake found commonality between 

WUSCC and military cultures existed in the form of the syllabus.  Though Blake 

indicated some of their instructors described class syllabi as more of a loose guideline for 

the class that they were required to provide students, those documents provided a sense of 

structure.   

… they give you a list and tell you, "Okay these are the due dates for when your 

assignments is due. This is the day we're going to take the test, this is the day your 

class is, this is the time you need to be here." That's the same thing with the 

military. You were told when you had to be there. You were told the day that you 

had to be there.  
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Blake further described how the syllabus mirrored the structure provided by the 

Army.  Syllabi embodied instruction from the classroom leader.  Within the Army, there 

were specific individuals – members within the chain of command – to whom soldiers 

expected to receive direction.  Blake said, “They give you that structure, you need to be 

here, you need to do this, which is the same thing pretty much as the syllabus and what 

the instructor's trying to do.”  Beyond the classroom structure, Blake noted that WUSCC 

had rules to govern student behavior: “The college has their own board, their own 

policies, and it's in their syllabus too, and the Student Code of Conduct, I believe.  It's 

broken down … It's black and white just like it was in the military.” 

The most significant difference between WUSCC’s and the military’s culture was 

the amount of flexibility within the former’s systems and processes.  Blake attributed 

such terms as leeway and freedom to WUSCC to describe their perception of the contrast 

between the cultures. 

Themes.  Blake used the term military 33 times in the course of the interview.  

Given the topic of discussion, it is reasonable to expect that word or its derivatives to 

occur with frequency.  Its use and the context also pointed to the significance of the 

military in Blake’s life, career, and student experience.  The military provided Blake 

exposure to different aspects of the human experience, provided a career by which Blake 

learned to navigate the complexities of codified behavioral expectations, and because of 

Blake’s time in military service, also provided a means to fund their post-secondary 

education.   The distinctiveness of the military lens is one through which those 

experiences following their military career may be measured.  To that end, Blake said: 
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I don't really navigate their whole political correct side, where it's ... I try to say it 

nicely, I'm just going to tell you point blank how it is, what's going on. I do 

sometimes come across as a jerk or to where I can get in trouble for being mean to 

people or rude or almost bullying but I really don't try to be. It's just how I am. 

That's how I was in the military … 

The next most prevalent theme regarded the conveyance of information.  Whether 

in the Army or at WUSCC, there was a sense that Blake expected important material to 

be communicated in a structured manner.  Within the Army, Blake received guidance 

beginning with basic training from Drill Sergeants.  As Blake grew in their Army career, 

direction came from their non-commissioned officers (NCOs), and commanding officers.  

At the community college, some important information is passed through instructors via 

course syllabi.  One factor Blake mentioned that may have promoted a smoother 

transition to WUSCC was an orientation process to the college.  Blake noted WUSCC 

holds a general orientation for incoming students but indicated that student veterans may 

not perceive a direct correspondence between that orientation and the actual student 

veteran experience.  At WUSCC, “We need a brief specifically for the military side of it 

… we have an orientation we're doing, the basic orientation but doesn't really cover the 

military portion.” 

Charlie.  At the time of the interview, Charlie had attended WUSCC for two 

years.  Their aspiration is to earn an Associate’s in Social Work.  Charlie spent 12 and a 

half years in the Army, during which they were deployed six times.  During the 

interview, Charlie expressed pride in their time in service; Charlie readily addressed the 

questions in the interview protocol and shared how their personal experiences with other 
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cultures may have influenced their adaptation to the Army and eventually to the WUSCC 

culture.  Charlie described their transition to WUSCC as “trying in the beginning,” but 

the difficulty diminished over time and with Charlie’s willingness to “embrace the culture 

of [the college] a little bit.” 

Community college culture.  In describing the culture at WUSCC, Charlie cited 

two expressions of culture at the college. “I think the college has two different cultures … 

There is that culture of military student, but also there is that culture of like civilian 

student who they are still young and impressionable …” According to Charlie, one of the 

positive aspects of community college culture is that the social and behavioral structures 

within the environment do not include “physical discipline for failure …”    

Military culture.  Charlie felt it more appropriate to describe military culture 

through the lens of the combat engineering career, as that was how Charlie experienced 

the Army.   

I would describe combat engineering culture because that’s what I did.  I would 

describe it as it can be brash and abrasive at times, it can be go, go, go … At times 

it can be sexist and racist or prejudiced I won’t say racist, prejudiced … 

As Charlie reflected upon their military experience, there appeared a direct 

connection between rank, autonomy, and behaviors within a decision-making process.  

Charlie described the implications of the rank structure within the military:  

…you are taught to follow instruction, you are not really taught to ask questions 

unless you know you are in the leadership position.  The majority of vets don’t 

make it to that higher leadership position to where they are asking questions, you 

are just told to, “Hey, do this.” 
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Some people who have been in it a long time and they didn’t make their way 

through the ranks, they are used to people walking them and hand holding them 

everywhere they have to go. 

Further into the interview, Charlie broadened the lens through which they shared 

their experience.  Military education settings were described as “pass-fail.”  Charlie 

elucidated this by saying, “no one cares if you got 99%, 100%, if you got 70%.  As long 

as you passed you passed, as long as you fail you fail.” 

In an answer to a question about how one knew what was expected of Charlie in 

their military career, Charlie indicated they learned what to do by paying attention to 

environmental cues.  “I just was able to pick up on cultural norms, even within the 

military there is cultural norms for everything.”  One particular aspect of the military 

culture that stood out to Charlie was communication, specifically, “the way we talk to 

each other.” 

You’d be like, “Hey, B-word, come here.”  It wasn’t like an insult; it was just like 

yeah whatever, it’s just how we talk to each other… because if I like you that 

means we are on a good enough basis for me to call you [out of] your name. 

To add to their description of how communication styles contribute to military 

culture, Charlie shared an example of an experience they had with another student 

veteran in the presence of a non-military member of the campus community.   

My friend Sergeant Johnson he goes every time I see him like, ‘Hey, old man, 

what are you doing?  Like they let you out of your AARP meeting to come to 

class,’ and he was just looking at me he’s laughing.  People are like, ‘Do you guys 
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get along?’ ‘Like yeah, we are friends.’ Like, ‘You guys talk to each other like 

that?’ like, ‘Yeah, it’s how we talk to each other; it’s normal.’ 

What Charlie regarded a pleasant exchange with a comrade was perceived by the 

non-military individual as a negative interaction between two students.  Charlie 

explained, “Because the way we talk to each other it’s like it’s nothing it sounds, really.  

It’s really different.” 

Along with verbal communication norms, Charlie discussed physical 

communication customs that adopted during military service.  Early in Charlie’s 

enrollment at WUSCC, Charlie and another student veteran with whom Charlie had 

served found they were scheduled for the same class.  Charlie and the other student were 

of different genders, and their use of physical communication nearly resulted in Charlie 

experiencing a disciplinary consequence.  Charlie described the interaction: 

[The other student] had said something to me in class one day and I gave [them] a 

little shove, it was like not a real physical shove it was like whatever, like little 

shove but it was just the way we communicated.  It’s like, “Yeah, whatever.” The 

teacher took it as me physically assaulting [the other student] … 

Cultural similarities and differences.  Concerns related to communication 

presented both a similarity and noted cultural differences as Charlie explained.  Charlie 

expressed an understanding that both environments had distinctive norms governing 

communication, which made the different environments similar.  Barring that 

characteristic, Charlie did not “think [the two cultures] have a lot of similarities.”   

The examples of Charlie’s view of military-oriented communication described in 

the section labeled “military culture” provided a picture of how some veterans may 
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interact with each other on campus.  In having those experiences in the presence of others 

within the WUSCC community who were not military-affiliated, Charlie came to 

recognize their way of communicating was “not the norm” within WUSCC’s culture.   

As Charlie described military culture, their perceptions of the distinctions 

between the cultures became clearer.  According to Charlie, one particular distinction 

between the cultures is “how we relate education from military to civilian.”  Charlie 

explained, “In the military everything is pass-fail … When you are [at WUSCC] … not 

only do I need to pass, I need to do well in passing …” 

Themes.  Charlie shared the complexities involved in navigating communication 

at WUSCC after completing military service.  Part of negotiating this process resulted in 

Charlie’s selectivity in communication partners, “I’m really picky about who I talk to … 

generally if I talk to you, you were a soldier or you currently are a soldier.”  As noted in 

the discussion on military culture, communication style was regarded a significant aspect 

in their definition of military culture.  In describing the effect of military culture on their 

behavior at WUSCC, Charlie shared their perception that student veterans have a global 

worldview as a result of their service.  Charlie explained, “Just our take on a lot of 

different things we are more vocal about it and we take a little more, I don’t want to say 

more culture … to more worldly view from it.”   

Another theme within Charlie’s responses to the interview protocol was the 

implications of an individual’s exposure to culture prior to their entering the Armed 

Forces.  Charlie described having been reared in San Francisco, California, a very diverse 

part of the United States.  Their neighborhood reflected a number of ethnic and racial 

groups.  Perhaps more influential in Charlie’s exposure to culture was their family. 
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I approach everything from like my grandmother is originally Spanish.  She came 

over with my grandfather at the World War II … It is because like my 

grandmother like she came over and she wasn’t stubborn in her ways, she was just 

kind of like, “Okay this was in Spain, this is in America.  Okay.” She brought the 

things from her culture that she felt that her kids and her grandkids and everybody 

needed to know and she infused that into our culture. 

Charlie described the intersection of military service, military-related education 

benefits, and college-provided services and the relationship of those factors to Charlie’s 

capacity to function successfully within the community college environment.   One 

significant influence Charlie shared was the effect of ambient noise on their ability to 

learn: 

If you ever come in the office you will notice … I’ll either have headphones on 

because I don’t like the background noise or a door will be closed, which is 

normal in our office … For me it’s just because I can’t take all the noise and all 

the background noise and everything seems like the panic, it puts me back in a 

combat situation so I try to block it out the best that I can. In class I has that same 

effect, when too many people get to talk all at once, I have to tune it out or I have 

to leave the classroom because with my PTSD and everything it takes me back 

and it makes it harder for me to refocus and to recover …  

I can’t learn in a noisy environment because it just like, it reminds me after 

something happens, you have so many people talking, and so much going on, and 

you are trying to cipher out, “Okay I need to be following this.  I need to not 
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follow that.  I’m not paying attention to that guy.  I’m paying attention to this.”  It 

just makes it more difficult sometimes to kind of really focus on learning. 

Charlie expressed awareness of the availability of student support services at 

WUSCC, but they also indicated there appeared a philosophical disconnect between the 

services offered and what Charlie felt student veterans actually need: 

[WUSCC] ha[s] veteran services but they don’t really do well with veteran issues 

I think.  They give us things like [disability services] like where we could take 

tests out of class and everything, but that only applies to tests. The information we 

are getting for the test you are learning in class, and I think sometimes it’s the 

ability to test out of class to use [disability services] … but if you are not only 

getting all the information in class it doesn’t really help.  I don’t want to say there 

needs to be a veteran class.  I see the teachers; they get frustrated with like and I 

see towards vets a lot I don’t know if I’m biased or if it’s actual, because we ask a 

lot more questions. 

Charlie found WUSCC’s small class sizes helpful in negotiating certain 

challenges.  Charlie said, “One thing I do love about the school is that it has small 

classrooms; I don’t think I’ve ever been in a high capacity class and I do love that.” 

The final theme that was generated through the interview corresponded to how 

student veterans receive information about WUSCC’s processes and student support 

services.  Due to Charlie’s status as a Vocational Rehabilitation (Voc Rehab) student, 

they nearly missed out on some of the support available at WUSCC.   

The military veterans program I actually didn’t know that was here when I first 

saw it, I didn’t know that they were here, my first semester here I did not know 
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they were here. No one told me, I didn’t know.  I’m a Voc Rehab student, so my 

counselor does a lot of the paper work and everything else; I don’t have to bring 

any paperwork or anything with them. There was no reason for me to know about 

[military veterans programs] … 

Charlie felt it would be helpful for all student veterans (irrespective of the chapter 

under which they will receive education benefits) to be immediately identified by the 

school upon completion of the application so they could participate in an orientation for 

student veterans.  Within this orientation, student veterans would develop a better sense 

of how their education benefits work and where to connect with college resources.   

Charlie imagined a scenario where WUSCC’s application system would “flag” 

student veterans: 

If it’s like, “Hey, I checked the veteran box.  Wait, what’s this [go] to the military 

veterans program?”  

“Oh you go straight out you take a left follow to about the book store they are 

right there,” just something basic to put them on the right path. 

According to Charlie, “the large majority, they get it, and they [connect with the 

veterans programs office early], but still let’s say you have 15% of people who are not 

getting paid, and they don’t know how they are feeding their family.  Fifteen percent is a 

lot of people.” 

Charlie cited situations such as student veterans being unable to manage basic 

needs as a reason for a veterans’ oriented on-boarding program at the college, saying, this 

is “a reason why we should push mass orientation.  Like, ‘Hey orientation isn’t an option, 

you have to come.’” 
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According to Charlie, some of the briefings soldiers receive prior to separating 

from service may leave gaps in understanding how processes related to the use of 

educational benefits may work.  These misunderstandings may contribute to stress some 

student veterans have as they become more deeply entrenched in the student experience 

at WUSCC. 

We have people that don’t get paid every semester because they don’t know what 

they have to do to get paid, they get the exit brief from the army and it’s like, “Oh 

go to college uncle Sam is going to give you a bunch of money have fun.”  But 

they don’t realize it’s a process. 

Devon.  Devon was different from other study participants in that they served in 

two branches of the Armed Forces during their career.  Their combined time in service 

totaled 35 years, of which according to Devon, “the bulk of it was Air Force.”  During 

their service, Devon completed eight deployments.   At the time of the interview, Devon 

had finished one year at WUSCC and was preparing for the second.  Devon’s goal is to 

“[work] with veterans.”  During the conversation, Devon addressed the questions in the 

interview protocol with consideration.   

Community college culture.  Devon described community college culture 

succinctly, “a mixture of cowboys, army, and pot smokers.”  WUSCC, according to 

Devon, is reflective of its host city.  It was further characterized as “very veteran 

friendly.”  For Devon, the college environment was tolerant of sometimes concerning 

behaviors: 

I think the drug culture in my opinion is a little bit worrisome, especially in [this 

state], and that applies to, by the way, some of the veterans we have here, too. 
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People that show up to class stoned, it's just not fun. There's an awful lot of 

tolerance in that regard I think, even on the part of instructors. 

Devon expressed a sense of disjointedness of purpose within the community 

college culture.  There is less focus on task accomplishment in that environment.  

Specifically, “sometimes I think that the academic pursuit gets derailed while we put up 

with some nonsense.”  At WUSCC, it seemed students could “go beaming off for a 

couple of centuries, and then come back.”     

Despite the more relaxed environment Devon depicted, they also indicated that 

expectations within WUSCC were clear.  Devon noted more guidance corresponding to a 

student’s classroom participation: “You will be told, you are expected to be here, you're 

expected to do this. We even have classes with community service. You're expected to be 

there on a Saturday.” 

Beyond the guidelines on when to be in class, Devon described the emphasis on 

employment, collaboration, and networking that is prevalent at WUSCC. 

We put such an emphasis on networking, team building, getting along. I've had 

math classes where we had a team assignment math problem. What is the point of 

a team assignment to do a math problem? … [E]verybody’s going to be touchy-

feely, friendly. Nobody's going to step forward or want to be bossy. 

This lack of “bossiness” was viewed as contributing to group work situations 

where participation is uneven:  

It comes down in the end, and it's left up to one person who's doing it last minute, 

or you get the guy that never showed up, and he shows up for the briefing.  It's the 
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important part of the briefing, and the guy doesn't even have a clue what he's 

talking about.  It's the same old story over and over again. 

Military culture.  Devon characterized the military culture as one marked by “a 

lot of discipline, a lot of being given a task, and expected to perform it, a lot of 

evaluation, a lot of real life versus speculation.”  Discipline included “being told to shut 

up and behave.”  As for service members’ expectations related to discipline and 

guidance, Devon said, “you're used to be given an assignment: let's move out, let's get it 

done, and let's focus on this …”  In response to a question about how one knows what is 

expected of their behavior while active duty, Devon quipped, “You were told from day 

one. Come on, when somebody tells you what underwear to wear and how to wear them, 

you catch on pretty fast.” 

Beyond the structure regular and specific guidance provide active duty personnel, 

Devon indicated rank played a significant role in the military experience and the service 

members’ sense of accountability:  

The reason it works in the military is because you have a rank structure. I cannot 

tell the big guy to shove it because I will get in trouble … in the military … you 

had a job, and you better do it or else somebody's going to bop you on the head. 

Devon also credited the military with shaping their perspective.  “One of those 

things about the military is that you do focus on the problems. You really do focus on the 

negative … It is part of the military thing to complain I think.”  According to Devon, 

language is a distinctive feature within military culture, “People say fuck a lot in the 

military. That is something that is a cultural issue. People use language, especially 

soldiers. Air Force people are a little more cultured.” 
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Cultural similarities and differences.  Devon addressed similarities between the 

community college and military cultures with precise concision.  From their perspective, 

the cultures are the same for two reasons: 1) “People are usually here to accomplish 

something and move on,” and 2) “There is a requirement, especially at this college, to 

show up and participate.”  In their description of the community college environment, 

Devon shared thoughts on the extent to which classroom participation expectations are 

enumerated.  Students at WUSCC know when they are to be in class and what will be 

expected of them.  Devon said, “I don't think there should be much confusion about what 

is expected of a student.”  

Similarly, the military structure featured clear expectations of personnel that 

began with how one would arrange their attire: “You will tuck your t-shirt in your 

underwear. What? It's pretty straight forward.” 

Teamwork featured prominently in this part of the interview.  Teams are part of 

both cultures, but that is the end of the similarity as Devon described it.  At WUSCC, 

teamwork had a different purpose from that in a military setting.  

You engage in team work and team activity in order to accomplish more than the 

individual will.  A seven-man squad is going to accomplish more than one guy. 

You divvy up jobs.  You divvy up responsibilities, and then you work as a 

cohesive unit as a team, and you accomplish a mission.  In doing so, you did 

better as a team than each of those individuals would have done. 

I've been at this college for a year.  Every class I've been in has had a team 

activity, every damn class, no matter what the subject.  The team never does 

better than the individual parts could have. 
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To me, if you're going to put, and here's what I said earlier, if you're going to put 

so much emphasis on team, on networking, on getting along, then give us some 

sort of goal, some sort of thing up here that should say this is success … 

Devon also expressed frustration about the tolerance for negative behavior in the 

community college as compared to what is permitted in the military: 

“There's a lot of vets that are .... Well, now the VA's approved medical marijuana, 

so that's an issue ...  I think that you have a certain amount of instructors who look 

at it as, well poor veteran’s got a problem. If he wants to sit over there stoned, and 

all that kinds of stuff, at least he's here.  We wouldn't tolerate in the military, so 

why tolerate it [here]?” 

Themes.  As mentioned earlier in this narrative, there was heavy emphasis on 

teamwork.  Devon expressed a level of comfort with team-oriented situations, as they 

said, “I've been a part of teams all my adult life.”  It seemed important that a distinction 

be made between what a veteran experiences as teamwork as compared to how that may 

be understood in the community college culture.  A team’s purpose should be a large 

endeavor that could not be accomplished by a single individual. 

Alongside the disconnect between an expression of teamwork between the two 

cultures, Devon shared a desire to be a WUSCC student whose purpose is personal 

development.   

Number one, I don't need to learn how to write a resume. Number two is I don't 

need every dang class that I'm in, English, math, or whatever to be a relationship-

building, network-building experience. There's just too much emphasis on it. To 

me there's nothing wrong with being told read a freaking book, and write a paper.   
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Devon summarized their feelings about the educational piece of the WUSCC 

student veteran experience, saying, “If I was coming here for pure academics, I wouldn't 

be here. No, not me. I'm here because this is an excellent place to work with veterans, so 

I have two purposes.”  

Devon had expectations related to the academic experience they hoped to 

encounter at WUSCC: 

My vision of college is that you should walk out of every classroom smarter than 

when you walked in. That's my vision. That's my expectation. I haven't yet. That's 

a arrogant thing to say, and I don't mean it. I would like to also learn while I'm in 

college ... I don't feel like I'm getting that. That's why I said I wouldn't go here 

academically ... I almost wish that there was an academic track.  

We're just dumping on this anti-academic. That's what I mean by academic. That 

is I got no goal other than I want to learn something that I didn't know when I 

started. That seems to be something that's not allowed. That's extreme, but you 

understand what I'm saying? 

Everything is nursing; everything is radiology; everything is firefighting; 

everything is law enforcement. At the same time, [WUSCC] is very successful at 

that, very good at it. Like I say, that's why I wouldn't have gone here academics.” 

Another theme in Devon’s responses was the opportunity to enhance the 

transition process active duty personnel experience as they adopt the role of veteran.  

When I was getting out, when I was retiring and doing the transition classes, I just 

said the dearth of reasonable information is horrible. It's not that hard to sit down 
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and do a little research, look at the regs, and look at things. What can I do to help 

the transition process? 

Along with challenges related to getting quality information as an individual 

leaves active service and becomes a veteran, processes related to becoming a student at 

WUSCC created another barrier to a smooth transition.   

Like administratively, it's an administrative pain in the butt to register and go 

through all the hoops.  For example, residencies, state residency.  Why is it so 

hard for your military transcripts to, why do they have to take a week to get 

evaluated? Irritating things like that. That could have made the becoming a 

student process easier. 

Throughout the conversation, as Devon shared thoughts that they felt may be 

considered negative, it seemed important that Devon shared there were many positives 

associated with being a student at WUSCC.  In describing how the college met Devon’s 

expectations, they said,  

Better than what I thought. Much better. In fact, 100 percent better. All my 

complaints, in the grand scope of things, minor. It's funny, I did not intend on 

doing this, but I would not have changed it. Damn sequestration turned out to be 

okay. I think that it's going to through work, positive energy, and learning to 

speak Spanish, I think it's going to work out pretty good.  It's like when I go 

home, I don't go home complaining. I say, "Hey, man. Pretty cool day." 

Harley.  Harley served in the Army for three years and seven months.  During 

their time in service, Harley deployed a total of three times, one of which to a war zone.  

Harley began taking classes at WUSCC while active duty, took a brief intermission, and 
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returned to complete an Associate’s degree with the intent of transferring to a local 

university.  At the time of the interview, Harley had one semester of study to complete 

before earning their degree.  Harley shared many details regarding their experiences as 

both a military member and as a student veteran at WUSCC. 

Community college culture.  Overall, Harley found the community college 

culture to be characterized by separation, “it's really more separated, everybody's really 

separated.”  Harley noted distinctions at WUSCC’s various campuses.   

[The North Campus], which honestly for transition from military if you've had the 

PTSD experience or the weird where you can't stand crowds and stuff, there aren't 

as many students there so it's really easy to walk through the hallways and 

anytime up there.  Most of the students are between 19 and probably 24; they're 

really young students.  It's a different atmosphere [at the South Campus]. Here it's 

more crowded.  You also have a lot more Army people here, so in a certain way 

here you get some support because you've got people that have had your 

experience at the [South Campus], so that part’s kind of good, too. 

Within the classroom, Harley found that the college environment was “more 

relaxed in a physical way but more intense mentally.”  Harley described a culture 

characterized by inquiry and vibrant discussion.  “… you can have discussions with the 

teacher ... I mean if people talk, you have ideas flowing through the room … As long as 

you're not cussing and calling people names then you can have really good discussions 

here.” 

Another feature of WUSCC was its instructors’ philosophy regarding students.  

Harley described instructors as being supportive.   
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I think for the most part most of them are really supportive; and they give you the 

information; and they're clear; and they want you to expand; and they want you to 

grow … Here it's difficult to transition to understand that teachers actually will 

help you and they're not going to basically say something shitty.  The teachers 

will try to help you understand how to write the paper or help you understand the 

expectations of the assignment. 

Harley further explicated the type of academic expectations instructors have for 

their students: 

That expectation is different here … your teachers will not … put up with any 

bullshit paper; they're just not going to deal with that kind of stuff.  Either you 

pass or you don't, and if you don't, if you're having problems, you better go talk to 

your teachers … the expectation is much higher, you really need to have critical 

thinking. 

When asked how one knew the behavioral expectations at the college, Harley 

explained, “Well, you have the syllabus.”  Harley did not recall having attended an 

orientation during their initial time at WUSCC, but shared that the first day of class’ 

review of the syllabus established their understanding of what kind of behavior the 

instructors would expect in the classroom. 

Military culture.  Harley shared a number of thoughts on military culture that 

broadened and deepened as the conversation progressed.  They described a culture 

characterized by inefficiency, sexism, and extreme power differentials.  In response to a 

question about how Harley would described military culture, they said: 
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Bullshit, I would describe it as from the top down a ridiculous, adverse gang, and 

it is one of the most inefficient projects for these men to sit around and have penis 

wars all day every day for no reason.  It's a bunch of men who have too much 

power, who have nothing better to do but sit around and be the decider. It is not 

fair as far as the equality goes for the women that are in the military and I know 

that that's changing, but that hasn't changed yet. You still have the same, what is 

it?  You know women shouldn't be in combat, this that, and the other.  Women are 

in combat.  If you go to war now there's no such thing as protection, there's no 

behind the lines, the lines are everywhere and the rockets come in no matter 

where you are. 

Harley tempered their initial response to the question about military culture.  

According to Harley, “the best thing about being in the Army really is the teamwork. We 

can get anything done very quickly … It's really the largest gang on the planet.  We are a 

gang, and we have each other's back for the most part …” Harley described how their 

responses could contain such polarity by saying:  

In any gang atmosphere you have the good and the bad.  Any relationship or 

group you have the good and the bad.  So we have it; we have both. … I know 

we're like an army of ants.  When we go to training projects, it's dirt and trees, and 

crap, and you go out there and all of a sudden you've got this little city built in 

four hours.  You're done.  It's amazing.  We are pretty amazing.” 

In response to a question about how Harley knew what behavioral expectations 

were within the military culture, Harley indicated their understanding began in basic 

training.  That introduction to the military life was described by Harley as “a really mean 
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atmosphere. It's super oppressive, and what is it?  They're trying to strip you down to 

build you up, whatever it's just a bunch of crap.”  Part of the experience included “all of 

the customs and courtesies they teach you.”  Discipline was described as a corporate 

experience where “one person does something wrong, and everybody gets punished for it 

…” Basic training was characterized as an experience filled with yelling: “They're really 

mean; they're always yelling at you, and eating's got to be one of the worst parts because 

they scream at you for the first three weeks ... They scream at you every time you eat …”  

Individuality was not regarded a positive attribute in the military, “their mindset is do it 

this way, do it this way, do it this way, you can't think outside of the box.”  This 

condition Harley described – being constrained – may have been magnified in combat 

situations.  Harley explicated this, saying: 

… but when you deploy to a war zone, and you're in that pen, you're penned in. I 

mean I got to go out on missions, I went out on missions several times but for the 

most part you're penned in. Everybody's wearing the same uniform, you're on 

there to meet with the enemy, to see ANAs there, so you're always on guard for 

something. The rockets are coming in, you have the show of force, or we're firing 

to kill the enemy from our Triple Seven (heavy artillery weapon), so you get used 

to it and you start to live your life.  But you're also in this atmosphere where you 

don't get a lot of information necessarily, and you're basically surviving from day 

to day. 

Information is transmitted in “dribbles and bursts,” and conversations between 

soldiers in combat zones was described as superficial. 
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… a lot of, I don't know what you call it, but shit talk.  I mean a lot of it is just 

getting through the day so you do, you talk about nothing. You don't talk about 

world events; you don't get deep into any kind of political conversations.  You 

basically just talk about nonsense or bullshit.  

The influence of the military environment did not stop once Harley left active 

duty.  Harley said, “I don't think the military really had a lot of influence at all, if 

anything the military made me dumber. Going and being in that atmosphere made me 

dumber.”  To explain this statement, Harley went on to say: 

I found when I came back I couldn't really remember how to say a lot of 

sentences, I couldn't remember a lot of information that I always could remember 

before so it takes something away from you in that because ... You know 

language, if you don't use it you lose it.  The deployment does that to you too and 

I think the Army does that to you because you don't get any intellectual 

conversation so you do literally become dumber and you have to figure out ... It 

atroph[ies], so you have to figure out how to bring it back.   

I think that's true for everybody in the military when they go and just being in it 

for a long period of time or if you notice the ones that have been in it for a long 

period of time they can't come out of their box ever, they're so stuck in it they just 

know this.  It all plays a part to keep you in this one little zone, so it's a difficult 

transition, too, to be able to come to school and actually have to do school work. 

Cultural similarities and differences.  Harley noted a couple similarities between 

the community college and military cultures.  Primarily, within both settings, there is a 
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sense that “the large group trying to accomplish basically the same goal.”  Harley also 

noted a requirement of discipline existed in both cultures: 

Maybe with some of the instructors there's a certain amount of discipline, some 

instructors they'll tell you exactly what their expectations are. You have the ones 

that don't have as many expectations for the students that I've had several 

instructors that really do put out you have to write a paper, you have to use good 

grammar, you have to show up to my class. If you want to talk on your phone or 

text on your phone you're going to be counted absent. You've got some instructors 

that do try to put out the discipline part. 

One of the differences Harley noted was that at WUSCC, “you don't have that 

customs and courtesy's jazz that you have to do in the military.”  Another key difference 

was the emphasis on physicality in the military versus intellectuality at WUSCC. Harley 

described WUSCC as being “more intense mentally” as compared to the military 

environment. 

Themes.  One topic that was a motif through the interview was that there was 

support for student veterans at WUSCC.  Harley indicated an orientation may have eased 

the transition between active service and their new role of student veteran.  Learning 

about the college prior to taking classes would have helped Harley relate to the 

philosophical differences between the community college and military cultures. 

I think the orientation, I think it would be more important to do and they have the 

facility on [the local military installation], this is just one facility – one area, but I 

think it would be more important to have the orientation class first before you 

ever get into this college because in order to understand that if you're having 
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problems you can talk to a counselor here or if you need help your teachers are 

definitely there to help you and they're not going to shun you and they will send 

you to proper places in order to get what you need. That's important because I 

didn't know that. Maybe … getting them into orientation would be really, really 

smart and really helpful for veterans. 

It also seemed important to Harley that instructors be cognizant of challenges the 

student veteran population may face as they negotiate the campus and their classes.  

Harley thought instructors should be aware that “PTSD [could] be a problem.  That 

maybe it's something, because there's such a big military presence here it would be 

something that maybe the teachers could look out for.”   This heightened awareness may 

be more supportive to newly transitioning student veterans.  Harley shared: 

It is, especially when you first ... Like I said when I first got off of active into and 

I wasn't getting the proper help then it was really difficult. … but if there's 

somebody from the military, it doesn't matter which branch, but if there's 

somebody from the military in one of your classes then you have that extra 

connection to something, it's good. 

Harley hearkened back to the insights shared related to combat zone 

communication when reflecting upon challenges veterans face upon entering WUSCC. 

I mean I know some of my friends that have moved on, not here but other places 

have just dropped, they don't feel like they can handle it. I think because the lack 

of information and the real academic smarts is really daunting, I think it's really 

daunting for us in general but not everybody has the same sort of outlook and 

drive and not everybody has that. 
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Jordan.  Jordan served in the Army for five years and deployed twice during their 

time in service.  Prior to separating from the service, Jordan began studies at WUSCC.  

At the time of the interview, Jordan estimated having been at the college for between two 

and three years.  Their tenure at WUSCC reflects a change in major.  Jordan plans to 

transfer to a local university upon completing their Associate’s degree.  

Community college culture.  Jordan described WUSCC as accommodating to the 

people it serves.  The college is situated in what Jordan called a “military city,” so is 

responsive to the scheduling needs of its students.  Jordan also referred to WUSCC’s 

culture as “diverse … there's all different people from all walks of life, which is pretty 

cool.”  Prior to changing degree programs, Jordan was pursuing a degree in photography, 

which was “really diverse, and there was a lot of military or military wives or families in 

that …” 

While the diversity within WUSCC’s walls was identified by Jordan as a 

distinctive feature of the college, another important aspect in the community college 

experience was the amount of independence expected of students.  Jordan said, “Here I 

think it's more you're on your own …” To further describe that point, Jordan said, 

“Everything that you do … you have to keep actively doing your own homework, doing 

reading, trying to get ahead of your classes so you don't fall behind.” 

In response to a question about how they knew what behavioral expectations were 

within WUSCC’s culture, Jordan’s response indicated an expectation that behavior was a 

self-managed construct within the college environment. 

I think that you're held to your own behavioral expectations.  You have your 

basics like golden rules of how you should be expected to act in a classroom 
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environment.  I think those were instilled in us when we were kids going through 

school … I think you have more of a personal responsibility here where it’s like 

you are in charge of how you act.  They tell you how to do it.  You have to bring 

your materials to class with you.  It's an expectation but everyone does it, but if 

you don't, you don't.  But if you do, awesome; you have what you need. 

Military culture.  The first term Jordan related to military culture was family.  

That was closely followed by the idea that the military experience is a social one.  To 

create a more robust depiction of the military life, Jordan said: 

I feel like we all try to act as a family because you try to have to find your own 

family everywhere you go and it's always changing. As a culture I think that we 

tend to get very close to people very quickly and know each other and feel like we 

know each other very quickly. In my experience it's always been very social.  

I think because we moved around so much and had been in so many different 

situations you go into a situation knowing that you're going to be here for a while, 

you need to make friends, you need to find a new family or a group of people, a 

little tribe if you will. 

Along with the type of community Jordan experienced within their military 

career, Jordan noted there was also a distinct order to the military culture.  Jordan said, “I 

feel like in the military it's like, here's your schedule you need to do these things in this 

order… there was just more structure.”   

In response to a question about how they knew what they behavioral expectations 

were of them while on active duty, Jordan shared basic training was instrumental to their 

understanding of cultural norms.   
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I mean they just carry on and they make sure that you know that if someone is in 

charge of you then you have to listen to them and just follow through the rules… 

all the regulations that are pretty widely known. They just drill them into you 

without you even knowing.   

The induction did not stop once basic training was complete.  Jordan received 

reinforcement of the standards during their Advanced Individual Training (AIT).  “AIT 

and just watching other people, kind of like situational awareness … I think it just ends 

up becoming, the behavioral expectations just become muscle memory …” 

Jordan’s military experience was colored by expectations of preparedness.   

In the military they just give it to you, they're like, “Here's all your TI 50. Here's a 

list of what you need. We're going to do a layout beforehand.  You need to have 

all this stuff, or we're going to write you up, or something.” 

According to Jordan’s experience, a cultural norm within military culture was that 

personnel received clear guidance regarding behavioral expectations which corresponded 

to consequences for failure to meet those expectations.  One positive byproduct of the 

habit of preparedness instituted by the military was that it relieved Jordan of the stress 

associated with having to respond quickly and effectively to stressful situations.   

I think being prepared saved me from getting stressed about little things and being 

able to keep a clear mind in the event of a not so clear situation. You lay things 

out a certain way so that way if you need those things and you're in a stressful 

situation it's just muscle memory to grab them and you know where everything is.  

I think that was just drilled into me, layouts.  
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Cultural similarities and differences.  Jordan shared a somewhat of a 

longitudinal perspective on WUSCC based on their history with the college.  Over their 

time at the college, Jordan noted a change in the delivery of service offered by the 

military and veterans programs office that brought into alignment behavioral standards 

familiar to that segment of the student population. 

… now if you're online, it gives you a list like these are the seven steps that you 

need to do before ... Actually that has changed in a more military sense on this is 

what you need to do in this order.  

Jordan indicated personal responsibility is important in both environments.  

Despite having been advised of the necessary tools for a given class, some community 

college students may arrive under or unprepared.  Jordan reflected upon the difference 

between the norms in both environments.  “Here, it's like, well if you don't have a set the 

only person you're hurting is yourself.  [In the military] … it's more of … you're affecting 

a team …” Occasionally in the classroom, students would “talk over the teacher.”  While 

Jordan acknowledged a student may “talk over” their instructors in any given classroom 

setting, “in the military, when we had classes that happened lot less.”  Certain college 

norms and accepted student behaviors may feel jarring to student veterans because of 

their steady exposure to rigorous structure.  Jordan said, “I feel like there's was just more 

structure [in the military], here I think it's more you're on your own …” 

Jordan noted that it was difficult to overcome the cultural differences as they 

transitioned from active duty to the community college environment.  Regarding the 

perceived source of some of Jordan’s challenges in the transition, they said: 
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I struggled in the beginning, [now] not so much ... I think when I first got out – 

I've been out for a while – I think when I first got out, I was frustrated with people 

for not having what they needed … particularly in photography class people 

wouldn't bring a stand, and it's like it's not necessary for you to have a stand, but it 

is, like is though.  I would get frustrated, and like, “You didn't come prepared, and 

now I have to give up time for you to use my stand for you to compete the project. 

You should have brought it.”   

I think I hurt people's feelings because I was very direct, but I think after being 

out for a while I know how to behave better in these situations where I just don't 

say anything so I don't hurt anyone's feelings. 

Regarding differences in the communication mores between the community 

college and military cultures, Jordan found that “in the non-military situation it's just like 

people want you to be more understanding than direct.”  Whereas in the service, “people 

want you to be more direct in your communication.”  Another difference Jordan noted 

corresponded to the demography in each context.  During their military career, Jordan 

worked in “a team of all guys,” and within their initial degree program found themself in 

a situation that was “all women, which was very different.”  Further describing what 

Jordan perceived as contributors to the marked difference between their military and 

community college experience, they said, “Just photography has a lot of ... I mean it's 

pretty diverse – there's definitely some men in my class –  but for the most part it was a 

lot of women.  I was a mechanic in the military. Very different.” 
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Themes.  During the interview with Jordan, a few themes arose: navigating 

WUSCC’s processes, personal responsibility, and preparedness.  Jordan described how 

they activate personal responsibility with regard to using their veteran education benefits.   

… I think as a veteran, I feel like just talk to the VA, talk to the veteran center, 

use your resources, find out what they are, there are people willing to help you but 

you have to ask for help… I always just told them and then I always received the 

help that I needed. I wasn't a mind reader. 

Jordan shared that there were challenges faced as they negotiated processes 

associated with becoming a student at WUSCC.   

When I first started I foregoed orientation, I didn't go … I don't know if there was 

orientation when I started I think it was just, sign up for classes, out-of-state 

tuition.  Even though I lived here for years I was still considered out-of-state 

tuition and I had lived here for like three or four years at that point when I started 

here, but I was still considered out-of-state … I thought that I was applying for in-

state because I had lived here for so long, and I've had an address here; I was still 

considered out-of-state.  

I think the only thing, sometimes it gets kind of confusing between the VA and 

the school and not necessarily the veterans office being the middle man but just 

like with payments and stuff I always get letters every semester that I've been 

here. A letter for drop payment or non-payment and whatever and I'm like, “I'm 

not paying you the VA is.” 

Jordan reaffirmed their sense of responsibility in this context: “I think 

communication on ... It takes everybody to do their part and I feel like as long as I do my 
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part then the school can do theirs.”  Jordan further explicated their perception of the 

relationship between personal responsibility and acclimating to WUSCC’s cultural 

context. 

I feel like as far as my own personal responsibility goes, and needing materials, I 

think that that has helped me.  Socially, I think in the beginning it hurt me with 

people that didn't have military experience, whether it be they're in the service or 

they were a family member and kind of knew the military lifestyle. 

Jordan described what being prepared meant.   

I always buy my books all in advance so they don't run out, and then I'm the first 

day of class saying I don’t have a book because they're all out of books.  Having 

extra stuff like you were saying you keep extra stuff I also ... Snacks, I think I 

always have snacks. I'm never in a position where I'm like, “Oh my God I'm so 

hungry.  I have to get out of here and go get food.”  Because I have something to 

snack on and water.  I think just being prepared that has helped. 

I hate not being prepared, it stresses me out.  It's like unnecessary stress.  Why am 

I stressed out?  I should have taken the steps instead of just trying to get this all 

done with things I need, and I don't have them, and I don't have time to go get 

them … I think being prepared saved me from getting stressed about little things 

and being able to keep a clear mind in the event of a not so clear situation. 

Based on Jordan’s expression of the value of preparedness, one got a clear sense 

that they had taken care to be ready for the challenges the community college culture 

would bring.  What Jordan did not expect was that the college would also be prepared to 

help its students.   
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I just didn't realize all the resources that I was going to be able to have and how 

easy it is to just email your teacher because my only experience for school before 

this was high school and you don't even email your high school teacher ... A lot of 

needs were met that I didn't even know that I was going to have. 

Quinn.  Quinn served in the US Army for three years before separating from the 

service due to a medical board.  Deployments did not feature in Quinn’s military 

experience.  Their career was spent in the U.S.  At the time of the interview, Quinn had 

completed two-and-a-half semesters at WUSCC.  Quinn intends to transfer to the local 

university to complete a business degree.   

Community college culture.  Quinn described community college culture as 

being characterized by “[a] little bit too much of leniency.”  One of Quinn’s professors 

was described as “amazing,” but at the same time, that individual was “too easy of a 

grader.”  Grading was not the only aspect where Quinn perceived extensive leniency.  

Managing classroom behavior struck Quinn as a point of leniency.  “… in one of my 

classes, if a student shows up, it's an hour and fifty minute course, and a student shows up 

an hour-and-a-half late, and she just lets them in, gives them attendance for it.”  Along 

with Quinn’s characterization of WUSCC’s instructional system being lenient, they noted 

the community college is also “a very friendly atmosphere.” 

Military culture.  The first characterization Quinn made of their military 

experience was that the environment was a “very tedious type of environment.”  Quinn 

explicated that description by sharing a vignette about a ruck march in which they 

participated during the early days of their career. 
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We had an NCO who decided, instead of just going the straight way back, [to] go 

through a very nice muddy area to go back.  And then obviously once we did 

finally get back after two hours, which should have only taken one hour, we all 

get pretty much yelled at. 

Quinn also described a culture characterized by carefully managed interpersonal 

connections.  As Quinn described, these connections may be contingent upon rank and an 

individual’s relationship to power.   

It is very brotherly and sisterly as well, at the same time, but that's always to an 

extent. It always depends who can take advantage of what type of situation.  It 

very heavily relies on your rank too.  If you have even the slightest amount of 

power, you're going to abuse it. 

Quinn indicated not everyone within a position of authority abused their power, 

though Quinn expressed a perception that abuses occur because the perpetrators “feel like 

they’re in control.”  Quinn recounted a story of a time they were told to run during their 

recovery period from knee surgery.  The recovery followed Quinn’s completion of a 

profile, which restricted their physical activity to promote restoration after the operation.   

For the first mile, I kept maybe a 7 1/2 minute mile pace, but I collapsed to the 

ground after hearing crunching noises in my right knee.  Situations like that pretty 

much where they force you to do things even if you're physically not able to.  It's 

not that I didn't want to. I didn't care about running at that time, but situations like 

that do occur.  

In a discussion about the implications of the rank-based structure, Quinn said: 
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Yeah, majority of it is just tedious work, things that really depending on your 

rank, if you're E-4, like how I was below.  You're treated like a 10 year old.  You 

can't brush your teeth alone.  You can't do this alone.  You're incompetent to the 

max, and anybody above you is god, pretty much.  It's that type of environment.   

While Quinn described a tedious, rank-based structure, they also described a 

culture where there are high expectations of behavior.  Quinn said, “… the Army 

mentality where it's like, no excuses.  You're supposed to do this.  You're here for a 

reason.  Complete it. There's no ifs, ands, or buts.”  When given goals in the Army 

context, Quinn described the expected response within that culture as being “very 

disciplined and always on point.”  This level of discipline was perceived by Quinn as 

necessary to survival “in a profession that involves having metal skin.” 

In response to a question about how Quinn knew what the behavioral expectations 

would be of them in the Army, Quinn attributed some of their expectations “mainly from 

social media, and just watching movies, and shows.”  Further into the conversation Quinn 

noted there were “social norms” within the Army that guided their behavior.  Along with 

the indirect sets of expectation Quinn gained from the media and social norms to which 

they were exposed, Quinn also learned about what military service could embody through 

their father’s stories of having served in the Soviet Union’s Army.  As a result of those 

influences, Quinn followed a set of principles: “Just come in; don't be rude; don't be 

mean to other people for no reason.  Don't hit people for no reason.  Don't steal.  Right 

place, right time, right idea for me.  That's my motto for everything.” 

Cultural similarities and differences.  Quinn did see limited similarities between 

the community college and military cultures.  
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Similarities, I would say it's … structure-wise, it's set up properly.  It's strict to an 

extent, where if a professor says, "Listen, the assignment is due this date, and I am 

not taking any exceptions; that's 100% of the way it goes." Same thing if an NCO 

tells you to do something.   

Another similarity Quinn alluded to was that there are goals associated with both 

settings.  Quinn equated a student’s enrollment at WUSCC with a demonstration of goal 

setting.  “You enrolled, you had a goal.”  

A difference between the cultures would be the types of members’ responses to 

perceived goals.  Quinn talked about the disciplined response to Army goals.  Students’ 

reactions to structures in place to support goal attainment at WUSCC did not 

communicate a similar level of discipline to Quinn’s perception.  “You show up twice in 

a semester, and you think you're going to pass.  Now you're talking to the professor, 

asking what you can do.  That's too much.”  Quinn’s description of a no-excuses Army 

(see the section labeled “Military culture”) is also in contrast to WUSCC, where 

“[students] have an excuse for every little thing.” 

Themes.  Quinn noted changes in the military’s culture during the interview.  

Despite having been separated from the Army, Quinn’s connection with the Armed 

Forces appeared to have remained intact. Quinn expressed a sense that the individuals 

entering service may be less prepared to adapt to that type of environment and that there 

were consequences of that dissonance for both the Army and its recruits.   

I don't think they're realizing what they're getting themselves into because so 

many of them are getting in, we're forc[ed] to change our policies and our 

approaches to the newer, younger generations.  Not saying we have to adapt, but 
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at the same time, they need to adapt to our requirement.  It can't be a one way 

street.  It has to go both ways.   

Quinn’s description of the shift in conditions could be reflective of broader 

societal concerns within the U.S.  They said, “… as a society, we're getting softer and 

we're starting to fall behind as a country, as a whole.  Everybody is focused on being 

more politically correct than getting everything else right.”  

Beyond their preconceived understanding of the community college experience, 

Quinn indicated they were initially isolated from their peers, opting to follow a self-

imposed schedule of “class, class, math center, home.”  That schedule left little time for 

misunderstandings to form.  Quinn said they, “never [had] any issues, never any 

misunderstandings, nothing like that.”  Quinn said they knew what was expected of their 

behavior because of “Social norms, pretty much.”   

They used their initial time at WUSCC to observe norms before becoming more 

involved on campus.  Part of their involvement included taking on a veteran’s work study 

position at the WUSCC’s military and veterans’ programs office.  From there, Quinn 

shared a plan to make more connections with other students at the college.  “Yes, this, 

and then I'm going to try to see if I can get into the entrepreneur club because I'm 

currently working on a startup, and just talking to other like-minded people would 

probably benefit me.” 

Quinn expressed divided thoughts on how best to support WUSCC’s student 

veterans.  They thought it may be worthwhile to structure class composition based on a 

student veteran’s initial self-identification upon applying to the college.   
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The reason why I said segregated to just having all veterans in the classes is 

because the mentality stays the same, and that way, if one does start acting up, or 

causing a scene, or anything like that, there's another 25 of them to put him back 

in place, tell him to calm down, stay quiet, and drink water. 

Veteran’s tuition benefits featured in Quinn’s interview.  Quinn expressed 

awareness of the timeline related to their ability to maximize their G.I. Bill and indicated 

they had planned their college coursework in response to that timeline.  Quinn said they 

planned to: 

Get my degree within a year, and then try to get my bachelor's within a year-and-

a-half, so that way I can have six months of the G.I. Bill left, and take advantage 

of getting a pilot's license, or something like that.  

Their overall goal with regard to the timeline was to “max it out and get as much 

as possible.” 

Quinn credited their military experience for the ability to exercise discipline in 

their academic pursuits.  “I would say it helped me not to procrastinate, to help me 

achieve all of my deadlines on time and without waiting the last 4 hours before 

submitting everything to write a 20 page paper.”   

Their expression of discipline extended to when Quinn arrived for their classes.  

Quinn said they “show up always 10 minutes early to every class.  It's supposed to be 15, 

but … Even 10 minutes early, every now and then, I still have to wait for a professor …” 

Beyond their proclivity to plan and prepare as an expression of military discipline, Quinn 

noted their time in the Army also contributed to their study skills.   
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As a forward observer, my job was to call in artillery … Everything always has to 

be precise, on time and in order for me to achieve that, I had to study a lot … My 

whole job is, get better than everybody around me.  In class, that's my job, try to 

get an A, try to get 100s on everything. 

Rory.  Rory served in the Army for eight years, during which they completed two 

deployments.  At the time of the interview, Rory was attending WUSCC to complete 

their second Associate’s degree with the aim of enhancing their career opportunities.  

Their first Associate’s was earned at a civilian proprietary college in the state. 

Community college culture.  Rory described their time at WUSCC as a “good 

experience because there’s a lot of veterans here, so you get along with a lot of the people 

that are in your classes because you kind of come from the same background.”  Rory is in 

WUSCC’s welding program, where technical classes were described as being heavily 

composed of student veterans.  “I think there’s like three people in there that aren’t 

veterans.”  In Rory’s other classes there is “a mix of all the different people.”   

Other parts of the college experience, especially the bureaucracy, were perceived 

by Rory as “completely different … get[ting] information for veterans here has been kind 

of a challenge.”  Rory indicated one cultural norm at WUSCC was that “[t]here's no 

roadmap to getting anything done.”  While there may not be a clear guide through the 

processes at WUSCC, Rory noted the college culture gave students control of their 

choices.  “You're allowed to kind of do things in your own way.  You have a kind of 

freedom … You're still meeting your end goal, but you can kind of change your path as 

you go.” 
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According to Rory, one’s initial academic journey at the school was determined 

by placement tests.  Some of the classes Rory took did not align with their academic 

goals.  Rory expressed acceptance for having to take some courses outside their plan and 

simultaneously expressed frustration at the situation because there was no ready answer 

from college staff as to why that was the case.   

“… I enjoyed the class, but it was kind of like why am I taking a class that doesn't 

really get me to my end goal?  Unless I want to take something outside of my degree 

plan, why are they forcing certain classes on me?  You ask, and nobody knows.” 

In response to a question about how Rory understood WUSCC’s behavioral 

expectations, they said, “It's just more of a common courtesy type of deal.  Treat others 

how you want to be treated.  Kindergarten rules.” 

Military culture.  The first term Rory associated with the military was team.  

Student veterans possessed their “team mentality” as a byproduct of their service.   With 

regard to the prevailing characteristics of the military, Rory described the environment as 

structured.   

“Structured would be kind of my ... I mean there's always an end objective. 

There's no openness. You're doing to do this, you're going to do this, you're going to do 

this, and it's done. Then you move on to the next mission. There's always an end goal.” 

Rory expanded upon their view of the military’s regimented organization.  Tasks 

were completed according to a specific order.  The order was not self-determined by 

individual active duty members, but was either prescribed by others in greater authority 

or by historical determinants. 
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“You're not allowed to really think for yourself.  You have to do it this way.  This 

is the way we're going to do it.  Even though you may have a better way that makes more 

sense, we're going to do it this way because this is the way we've done it before.  There's 

not as much open mindedness.”  

In response to a question about how Rory knew what would be expected of their 

behavior while they were active duty, Rory said, “It's all trained.  You're taught that from 

day one.  This is how you talk to this person.  You say a preaddress.  You salute these 

people.  You learn.  You either learn or get in trouble.” 

Cultural similarities and differences.  When Rory shared thoughts on the 

similarities between the community college and military cultures, they noted that in each 

context there were seemingly “secretive pathway[s] to things.”  Access to information or 

processes was managed, which as Rory described, created barriers to negotiating those 

processes. Rory perceived some of the material they needed to know was controlled by 

people who did not readily share.  This condition was true of their experiences within 

both military and community college cultures.  In Rory’s words: 

You'll ask somebody about something and nobody will know anything about this. 

Then you get the one person that's done it and all you've got to do is this and this, 

but there's no like ... You go talk to somebody who should know this stuff, and 

they have no clue. That's kind of like similar as the military. You'll talk to one 

person ... "I don't know how to do that." Then you go to the guy next door and 

he's like, "Yeah, you just do this, this, and this, and go talk to the guy next door. 

He knows how to do it."  
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Some systemic conditions between the community college and military cultures 

felt similar to Rory.  A contributor to Rory’s perception may be the student cohort in their 

program and classes.  Based on the configuration of people within Rory’s sphere of 

influence, some of the interpersonal interactions seemed alike as well.   

I mean the people are a lot the same, but I think it's because there are so many 

veterans here.  You kind of get your groups, you know?  Same as like a military 

unit.  You have the guys that hang out that are all kind of like-minded.  It's the 

same thing here.  

When asked to describe differences between the community college and military 

cultures, Rory said of the community college experience that “the difference is you're a 

lot more open. You're allowed to kind of do things in your own way.”  The reader may 

recall the part of Rory’s characterization of the military culture wherein they described a 

decision-making process that, for the individual active duty member, was perceived to 

have been guided by an external locus of control – a ranking authority figure made 

decisions that were disseminated to those of lower rank within the organization. 

Themes.  A prevalent theme that emerged in Rory’s interview was how the 

community college experience felt to a student veteran who found themselves surrounded 

by people who shared a similar background.  Rory described this situation, being in a 

cohort comprised largely of student veterans, in positive terms – they felt respected by 

peers and as though their contributions in class would be perceived as valuable to others.   

“There's that mutual respect here because of, I think, more or less the 

demographic.  Everybody works together because we already have that team mentality. 

Then we're all kind of leaders in our own way, so it's really good with talking to each 
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other and helping each other out because everybody's kind of a teacher plus a learner over 

there because you can learn from everybody else.” 

Later in the conversation, Rory reflected upon their experiences with higher 

education, comparing WUSCC and the institution from which they earned their first 

Associate’s degree.  

“The college itself is completely different … Trying to fill out forms and get 

information for veterans here has been kind of a challenge ... They kind of help you out, 

and they point you in the right direction, but they don't really help you.  Whereas my last 

school, you tell them your problem, and you get one person and they literally take you 

from point A to the end and you get everything taken care of within a day or two.” 

Rory expressed an awareness of time as related to their education benefits.  They 

credited the military and their understanding of the G.I. Bill for being an impetus to 

degree achievement.   

“It gives me better drive, for the most part.  You apply a lot of the things that you 

learn in the military to your learning … I'm all about knocking out as much as I possibly 

can as fast as I can because the faster you get it done, there's more time to do things in the 

end.” 

The discussion regarding benefits also encompassed Rory’s desire for more 

guidance from the college on the practical application of the G.I. Bill as it may likely 

affect a student using those benefits.  As the conversation evolved, Rory noted student 

veterans had different needs, saying, “Give us a roadmap.  We're not like regular 

students.”  Rory provided an example of how this “roadmap” could be structured for 

WUSCC students who are using veterans’ tuition benefits: 
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Somebody who's done this, been through this college, and knows this is how you 

get this done … The VA is going to pay for our school.  We're going to get 

financial aid. That's one of the things that they need to walk you through that … 

bring you in and do all this paperwork … There's not really like a real map for 

veterans as in getting all this stuff.   

With financial aid, they should be able to be like, "Okay, well we know you're 

going to get your financial aid.  We know you have your G.I. Bill.  Why don't we 

allow you to put your books, put them on your thing, and we'll just take it out of 

your financial aid, and then you're all set?" That way when you get your book 

stipend for the year, you're good to go.  You don't have to worry about coming 

back and buying your books 3 weeks after class starts … If I can't afford it 

because I have bills to pay, then I don't have a book. 

Rory indicated some of the challenges a student veteran may face at WUSCC 

could be addressed in their introduction to the college.  They said, “Do an orientation 

with veterans, like the new student orientation … so we can get the most out of using our 

benefits whereas we don't miss out on stuff that could have helped us out.”  Rory 

suggested a veteran-specific orientation could be a positive contributor to a student 

veteran’s achievement and persistence in college.  Of their student veteran peers, Rory 

said, “They may just struggle and not want to finish school, because guess what?  We're 

struggling to do this.” 

Sam.  Sam is a veteran of the Air Force.  During their four years on active duty, 

Sam was deployed three times.  Sam has been a student at WUSCC since 2008, and at the 

time of the interview had completed one Associate’s degree with plans to earn two more.  
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Part of Sam’s larger goal is to transfer to a local university to earn their Bachelor’s 

degree.  Sam’s overarching drive is to learn while on their academic journey.  They do 

not want to “[dump] [information] on a test, and mov[e] on.”  Prior to beginning their 

studies at WUSCC, Sam had no community college experience. 

Community college culture.  Sam initially described community college culture 

as “hot and cold.”  They indicated this sentiment stemmed from the relationships 

established by the college’s instructors.  Regarding their expectations related to faculty, 

Sam said, “I expected all the instructors to genuinely care about their students and that 

hasn't been my experience which is extremely disappointing.”  Sam explicated their 

statement. “They're Harvard professors and it's a community college.  We don't have 

those students that really are even prepared for college.”   

Some instructors demonstrated a different level of regard for their students and 

the learning environments for which they were responsible.  Of those instructors, Sam 

said they were “beyond phenomenal in creating community and understanding among 

students, to a point that absences were very few if any at all because nobody wanted to 

miss class.”  From Sam’s point-of-view, WUSCC’s instructors have significant influence 

over a student’s ability to thrive in the community college environment.  Sam said, 

“Instructors have a lot of influence for people who maybe are coming in who don't have a 

lot of confidence …”   

Sam also talked about the impact of the office at WUSCC whose role is to support 

student veterans.  The office was described as “not, in my opinion, really very military 

friendly.”  From Sam’s perspective, staff in the military and veterans programs office 

expected new student veterans to “have [all the information] when they walk in the front 
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door,” which Sam indicated was an unreasonable expectation, as “most people coming in 

are not [experts]” on the community college environment.  Beyond the lack of expertise 

related to the community college environment, Sam felt a number of WUSCC’s 

population lacked the drive born of a singular purpose.  They tended to express 

ambivalence with regard to their responsibilities.  “Where the regular community college 

population, if it gets done it gets done, if it doesn't it doesn't.”  Sam described the general 

community college population as “not … mission-minded.” 

There were definite expectations tied to Sam’s perception of the college 

environment with regard to their student peers.  “I expected, given that it's college, that 

people would put effort into what they did.  That they would take pride in the work that 

they did, that going to class would be a priority because you just go to classes, that's what 

you're here for.  You're paying for it, right?  Which isn't actually the standard everyone 

else has.  

In response to a question about how they knew what behavioral expectations were 

of them at the college, Sam seemed taken aback and said, “I don't know how ... How do 

you know that?  You just know you behave in a civilized manner.  It just seems common 

sense.  You behave like you're supposed to behave.  I don't know.”  Sam described what 

“behav[ing] in a civilized manner” would look like in the community college 

environment.   

If you're in school your job is to go to class so you go to class.  Right? You do 

your homework.  You write your papers.  You turn in your homework.  You turn 

in your papers. You study for the tests.  Group projects, you pull your weight with 

that group project. 
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Military culture.  Sam characterized the military environment as one where there 

were dedicated means of guiding members toward engaging in appropriate behaviors.  

“In a military environment there's typically someone there to tell you exactly what to do, 

when to do it, and you look for that guidance piece …” Within military culture, there is a 

drive toward completing the mission despite obstacles that may arise.  Sam said:  

You continue to do what needs to be done to complete the mission ... You 

complete your mission.  You do the best of your ability.  It's that not quitting 

because something's tough; you push through that.  You don't leave anyone 

behind; you work as a team.  As a team member, you pull your weight within the 

team, you do your part of the job. 

In response to a question about how Sam knew what was expected of them in 

their military career, Sam said, “Because you had someone telling you what those 

expectations were, and the expectation was you would meet the standard.”  Standards in 

the military were not individualized to the members.  According to Sam, “In the military, 

in a lot of ways you're just a number,” which may have aided active duty members in 

retaining a focus on the mission. 

Cultural similarities and differences.  Sam described cultural aspects of the 

community college and military environments in terms of the people that may operate in 

those contexts, rather than in terms of mores within those cultures.  The similarity Sam 

identified between community college and military culture was that both the student 

veteran and the student without military-affiliation enter the community college 

environment seeking direction.  “A typical community college student who maybe non-
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traditional is coming in, they don't know about higher education language in speak and so 

they're looking for someone to give them that …” 

One difference Sam identified between the community college and military 

cultures is that there is stronger emphasis on work ethic in the latter culture.  Sam 

credited their work ethic to their time in the Air Force.  As noted in the section labeled 

“military culture,” the military experience reinforces a homogenized culture, whereas at 

WUSCC it was Sam’s expectation that each student, regardless of their veteran status, 

would be seen and treated as an individual.  “Each student coming in is their own person. 

It's not, it really isn't a homogenized group of students that have the same goals, have the 

same skills, have the same background, have the same education level coming in.” 

Themes.  During the interview, Sam consistently returned to the idea that they 

were attending WUSCC to learn.  To borrow from their phrasing, Sam came to school 

with a mission, which required that they activate certain behaviors to accomplish the 

mission.  “My goal and objective is to learn, to walk away, be able to recall information, 

be able to apply that information in an applicable way to real life.”  Sam explicated their 

commitment to learning.   

I need to be able to learn that stuff to be able to apply it to other situations in my 

life, like the recycling business.  If I don't know it then I can't apply it, you can't 

apply it you're not successful, and I'm looking to be successful. 
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Analysis and Synthesis of Findings 

The central question to this study was: What are the implications of military 

culture on student behavior at WUSCC?  Four secondary questions supported answering 

this study’s central question: 

• How do student veterans define and describe military culture? 

• How do student veterans define and describe civilian community college 

culture? 

• How does the student veteran’s understanding of civilian community 

college culture influence their expectations as related to campus 

behavioral norms? 

• What is the relationship between military culture and a veteran’s 

engagement in misconduct on a community college campus in the Western 

U.S.? 

This section contains a synthesis of the data gleaned through study participants’ 

interviews and formed the basis for the recommendations offered in Chapter Five. 

Student Veterans Define and Describe Military Culture 

Student veterans’ descriptions of military culture fit five main categories: 

structure, distinct communication style, clear behavioral expectations, close in-group 

bonds, and restricted expressions of independence (see Table 2).  The majority of study 

participants described the military culture as being structured.  Blake used such terms as 

strict and regulated.  “There’s no gray. It’s black and white,” said Blake.  Avery 

described a specific order to task completion – “you have to do A before you accomplish 

Z.”  Blake indicated military structure was reinforced through “point-blank instructions” 
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that directed the active duty member about what they should accomplish, the timeline for 

accomplishment, and what the project or task should look like upon completion.  While 

Charlie did not use the word structure to describe the military environment, they indicate 

a relationship between an active duty member’s rank and their ability to make inquiries 

regarding work-related tasks.  Quinn spoke about military structure in terms of 

consequences that would be assigned to those who violated regulations. 

According to Quinn, rank reinforced boundaries around those service-members 

who were permitted to ask questions, or to behave in a manner the reflected 

independence as opposed to being expected to simply comply.  The former condition was 

enjoyed by higher ranking individuals.  Devon described the military’s structure as a 

system where people are “given an assignment: let’s move out, let’s get it done, and let’s 

focus on this …” with the expectation that the work will be completed as specified.  

Harley described one aspect of the structure included adopting a military “mindset” and 

not “thinking outside the box.”  Structure within the military context was reinforced by 

rigorous control on information to which active duty personnel were exposed.  In a 

combat setting, Harley indicated there was neither time nor access to the Internet.  

Information to which a service-member may have access during a combat situation was 

limited to “stuff that pertains to us and what’s happening out there … things like that so 

that you’re not talking about anything else.”  

Five of the study participants indicated military communication was direct, 

peppered with what Devon called “language,” and post-transition, served as a means of 

identifying others who shared a military background.  One idea that was expressed by a 

number of participants was that student veterans at WUSCC found themselves drawn to 
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other veterans.  This occurred, according to Avery, Blake, Charlie, and Jordan, 

unintentionally and seemed an expression of veterans’ ability to recognize shared 

backgrounds in their peers’ appearance and manner of speech. 

Four study participants described their introduction to the military’s structure at 

Basic Training.  Blake indicated their induction to the military way of life began at the 

MPC, an in-processing step prior to Basic Training.  Harley described Basic Training as a 

“really mean atmosphere” whose intent is to “strip you down to build you up.”  Jordan 

indicated Basic Training provided an understanding of the chain of command, whose 

instructions the service-member was meant to follow, and what the rules were.  Those 

rules were “drill[ed] … into you without you even knowing.”  While study participants 

acknowledged that they were provided explicit instruction, a number of them also cited 

having observed social norms as a means of grasping behavioral expectations while in the 

service.  Jordan accepted other soldiers’ experiences with military discipline as 

cautionary tales of actions to avoid.  Eventually, “the behavioral expectations just 

[became] muscle memory …” 

Descriptions of the in-group bonds identified by study participants were described 

in both positive and negative terms.  Avery spoke of the close bonds developed in combat 

situations, saying, “You develop pretty special bonds with people that you deploy with 

and go through all sorts of crud with.”  Harley described the military as a “ridiculous, 

adverse gang” where members “have each other’s back.”  The Army experience is 

comprised of both the good and bad aspects of the “gang atmosphere;” at their best, 

Harley compared soldiers to “an army of ants” that can “get anything done very quickly.”  

Rory and Sam referred to their military peers as a team.  Sam described the military team 
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as one where “you don’t leave anyone behind … you pull your weight.”  Jordan and 

Quinn described their bonds with other soldiers in terms of a familial connection. 

Table 2 

Military culture   

 Structure; 
strict; 
regulated; 
distinct 
order 

Distinct 
communication 
style 

Clearly 
articulated 
behavioral 
expectations; 
discipline; 
externally-
controlled 
behavioral 
expectations 

Camaraderie; 
close in-
group bonds; 
family-like 

Independent 
thought 
unwelcome 
or restricted 
to people 
who have 
rank 

Avery x  x x x 
Blake x x x   
Charlie x x    
Devon x x x   
Harley    x x 
Jordan  x  x  
Quinn x  x x x 
Rory x x  x x 
Sam x  x x  

 

Student Veterans Define and Describe Community College Culture 

Student veterans’ descriptions of WUSCC’s culture occurred in five themes: 

independence, friendliness, diversity, military-affiliated population, and personally-

driven behavioral expectations (see Table 3).  Five of nine participants described the 

community college culture as characterized by more leeway and freedom, requiring a 

strong sense of personal responsibility on the part of students, being overlaid with an 

expectation that participants would think for themselves.  “College lets you think for 

yourself,” Avery said.  “[T]here is more leeway here,” said Blake.  Jordan expressed 

having to get used to “doing things on your own” in the community college after serving 
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in the military.  Rory felt WUSCC staff would “point you in the right direction,” but that 

was the extent of help a student veteran could expect to receive.  Sam indicated that 

WUSCC students were expected to arrive at the college understanding how the higher 

education environment works.   

Study participants described the contextual independence in both positive and 

negative terms.  Regardless of the end of the continuum the participants’ responses 

occupied, it appeared a majority of the study participants expressed a sense that WUSCC 

expected the community college student to exhibit a high level of independence and 

could operate from a perspective of personal determinism, rather than being guided by an 

external locus of control. 

Five of the participants found WUSCC to have a significant military-affiliated 

population.  Interestingly, despite the self-assessed large military population, only two of 

the participants referred to WUSCC as friendly in general or specifically friendly to the 

military.  Sam identified one particular office at the college as being “not, in [their] 

opinion, really very military friendly.”  

Four participants specifically characterized WUSCC as a diverse environment.  

The term diversity took different meanings for the participants who noted the college’s 

diversity in their interviews.  Blake indicated the college’s diversity related to the 

juxtaposition of military and non-military people in WUSCC’s community.  Diversity, 

according to Devon, was reflected in the college’s host city, which they described as a 

mix of “cowboys, Army, and pot smokers.”  Jordan discussed the composition of the 

student population, saying, “there’s all different people from all walks of life.”  For Sam, 
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diversity was represented by the varied backgrounds and personal experiences reflected 

in WUSCC’s student population.  

When asked to consider how student veterans understood the college’s behavioral 

expectations, three study participants specifically indicated WUSCC’s students were 

expected to moderate their own behavior.  Of behavioral expectations at the college, 

Jordan said, “you are in charge of how you act.” Rory and Sam suggested behavioral 

expectations at the college were tantamount to self-management according to basic 

civility and by the golden rule.  From their points of view, college students should “treat 

others how you want to be treated” and “behave like you’re supposed to behave.” 

Table 3 

Community college culture  

 Independence; 
leeway; think 
for self 

Friendly; 
military 
friendly; 
veteran 
friendly 

Diverse Significant 
military-
affiliated 
population 

Personally 
driven 
behavioral 
expectations 

Avery x   x  
Blake x  x x  
Charlie      
Devon  x x   
Harley    x  
Jordan x  x x x 
Quinn  x    
Rory x   x x 
Sam x  x  x 

 

Expectations Related to Culture and Behavioral Norms at WUSCC 

As seven of the study participants had no community college experience prior to 

beginning their studies at WUSCC, expectations about what they would encounter in 

their post-secondary experience were nebulous.  A number of the participants indicated 
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they had no idea what to expect.  Blake, Charlie, and Jordan were concerned that college 

would be difficult after having been away from a civilian educational environment for 

some time.  Self-perceptions related to study participants’ age as compared to the age of 

the traditional college student contributed to the anxiety about enrolling at WUSCC.  

Regardless of the study participants’ chronological ages, it was interesting to note that 

they regarded their civilian classmates as “kids.” Avery had the benefit of watching their 

spouse earn their degree, and was able to develop some expectations related to study and 

time management habits that would facilitate their academic success.  Most indicated 

their expectations regarding the experience corresponded to their self-perceived ability to 

achieve success at the college.   

A number of the participants correlated the military’s structure with the ability to 

create success in that system.  Within the military, systemic organization supported 

mission accomplishment.  Given that connection between distinct structure and 

achievement, it was not surprising to hear study participants indicate an expectation of 

more structure within the college environment.  In that sense, it appeared student veterans 

were attempting to understand their new context (WUSCC) based on the frameworks 

they had (military experience) for generating a desired outcome.  They sought 

commonalities between the community college and military cultures.   

Cultural similarities.  The aspect most commonly identified by the study 

participants as similar between the community college and military cultures was 

deadlines for assignments.  In the community college environment, those deadlines were 

indicated through course syllabi.  A college instructor was consistently described by the 

study participants as the person in authority over the classroom.  As noted in the previous 
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section, military personnel received direction from those in authority.  It seemed both 

comfortable to the student veterans interviewed and desired by them that instructors 

would define clear parameters by which students could manage their behavior, including 

how they participated in class and making the commitments to study and submit 

assignments.   

A piece that may have been missing from some study participants’ understanding 

of WUSCC’s culture was that there was a set of college-level behavioral expectations.  

Barring behavioral expectations dictated in a course syllabus, the majority of the study 

participants did not indicate knowledge of any institutional behavioral expectations.  

Only two study participants indicated awareness of the existence of WUSCC’s student 

code of conduct.  Students’ lack of understanding related to institutional behavioral rules 

could contribute to a student veteran’s alleged violation of the code of conduct, as there 

may be dissonance between the institution’s expectations and those behaviors sustained 

by an individual’s personal code. 

Cultural differences.  The most significant cultural differences study participant 

identified were the independence factor, also described as freedom, and the social 

constructs surrounding communication.  Freedom, which may have caused challenges for 

student veterans who were “used to that structured environment,” according to Blake, 

who also described their entrance to WUSCC’s culture as a “shock.”  Avery said the 

initial transition to WUSCC from the military was “difficult … because you are given 

training manuals and very detailed instruction in the military,” whereas at WUSCC, 

“military personnel … are told to think for themselves.”  WUSCC was not seen as having 

a set of rules governing student behavior, and unlike the military setting, there was no 
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period of indoctrination to the college.  The overriding sentiment expressed by the 

participants was that they were responsible to determine what behavior was appropriate 

in the college setting; the challenges associated with that understanding follow.   

Cultural misunderstandings.  Though a number of the participants did not 

explicitly state they had felt misunderstood by WUSCC, they shared anecdotes that 

indicated otherwise.  Avery expressed frustration about being in classes with students 

whose life experience and willingness to express an opinion were in inverse proportions.  

According to Avery, it was difficult to “focus on the professor … without saying too 

much.”  They noted, 

 … some veterans unintentionally [get] steamed up and maybe in a loud voice 

correcting them.  They don’t necessarily mean to hurt someone’s feelings or be 

disruptive or anything like that; but one of the things the military teaches you if 

there is something wrong you better fix it. 

Rather than getting in trouble, Avery thought student veterans avoided college 

events that featured opportunities to explore controversial topics.  To Avery’s mind, 

doing so kept student veterans from being triggered.  Avery explained that during their 

active duty careers, service-members were taught if “something is wrong, you better 

speak up, because someone’s life is likely in your hands.”  Blake concurred, indicating 

that speaking directly was a part of their role as an Army NCO.  They felt a responsibility 

to correct others, which may not be welcome in all arenas at WUSCC.  In fact, Blake 

indicated the directness “[got them] into trouble sometimes.”  From Charlie’s 

perspective, debates on controversial topics were challenging because of their 

experiences while on active duty.  Charlie felt their exposure to the world “jade[d] their 
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opinion in classes that … have open conversation” because student veterans have a “more 

worldly view.”  

Communication gaffes featured heavily in cultural misunderstandings between 

student veterans and the college.  Blake felt they may have “sometimes come across as a 

jerk … or almost bullying” because they were likely to express their thoughts to others in 

a “point blank” manner.  Devon indicated the way student veterans use language may 

present issues in a classroom setting.  “That is something that is a cultural issue. People 

use language, especially soldiers.”  Cursing, which Devon described as military 

vernacular, could shut down a class discussion, depending upon the instructor.  

Expectations faculty may have related to the type of speech used in the learning 

environment are not consistently articulated at the beginning of a class, so it is not until a 

student says something considered inappropriate by their instructor that student veterans 

become aware that they should prepare to moderate the language mores established in 

their military careers.  Jordan felt there may have been times they “hurt people’s feelings 

because [they were] very direct” in their communication with others when they initially 

separated from the service and began their studies at WUSCC. 

Harley expressed a different type of communication challenge.  After returning to 

the community college environment post-deployment, Harley felt they could not process 

and share information in an “intellectual conversation.”  The reader may recall Harley’s 

assessment that after their time in service, and especially after having served in combat, 

their ability to process information was dramatically impacted.  In an arena, such as a 

community college classroom, where information is delivered by instructors via lectures 
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conducted transmitted in a series of paragraphs, a student veteran with experience similar 

to Harley’s may find accessing their education unduly challenging.  

Summary 

Though each participant entered their community college journey from a unique 

position and had different stories, they presented a comprehensive composite of the 

WUSCC student veteran’s experience.  Literature related to the military and veterans’ 

transition experiences supported what this study’s participants indicated – that the 

military is characterized by structure, order, explicitly articulated rules, and discipline 

(“Crisis of Identity,” 2011; Woll, 2011).  Study participants’ assertion that the 

community college environment was different from that of the military was no surprise.  

Woll (2011) noted that some veterans find it challenging to negotiate college 

environments because a number of the behavioral standards are dictated by unstated 

norms.  The points of intersection between the community college and military cultures, 

as highlighted by the study’s participants, elucidated some of the implications of military 

culture on student veterans’ behavior at WUSCC.   

Ostrom’s (2005) research on the construction of mental models provided a lens to 

interpret the information student veterans shared in this study.  The military teaches its 

recruits how to communicate and otherwise engage with military personnel.  Systemic 

structure within the military reinforces the mores.  Introduction to that structure began in 

a high-contact setting at Basic Training.  As veterans entered WUSCC they received no 

similar introduction to the community college culture, and so they used their established 

communication frameworks to interpret and engage in their new environment.  Given the 

marked differences student veterans identified between the two cultures and having the 
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benefit of a comparatively external point-of-view, it is reasonable to conclude that 

applying the military framework for building understanding may not be a supportive 

strategy for newly transitioning student veterans who are adapting to the community 

college culture.   

The next chapter includes recommendations based on materials covered in the 

literature review and on the data analysis rooted in study participant interviews.  As this 

study was intentionally framed under a set of limitations, the following chapter also 

includes suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

Student veterans’ insight formed the basis for recommendations – to be 

enumerated in this chapter – that would better prepare transitioning student veterans to 

avoid becoming involved in serious code of conduct cases at WUSCC.  This study 

informed the body of work related to student veterans’ experiences in post-secondary 

educational settings in two ways: 

1. The study focused specifically on a the cultural aspects of the student 

veteran’s transition from active duty to student veterans status at a community 

college, a topic about which the researcher found limited literature. 

2. The study centered on building a story of the WUSCC’s student veterans’ 

experience as they described it, in their own words. 

Utilizing case study methodology placed the researcher in the role of conduit 

between WUSCC’s student veterans and the reader of this study.  As the information 

channel, the researcher focused on maintaining an appropriate detachment so participants 

could elucidate the study themes and retain their authentic voices.  Each study 

participant’s response served as an independent case; together, their responses formed a 

cross-case analysis.  The composite of those case studies were the basis for the 

recommendations presented later in this chapter.  The study’s aim, designing evidence-

based solutions, is present in the discussion of proposed solutions.  Though external 

constraints did not permit the implementation of the suggested solutions, the implications 

of executing the proposed solutions, for future research, and for leadership practice were 

considered and are included in this chapter.    
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Purpose of the Study 

Student veterans’ over-representation in serious student disciplinary issues at 

WUSCC pointed to an opportunity to isolate underlying factors to that behavior.  To that 

end, the purpose of this exploratory case study was to identify the self-perceived 

implications of military culture on student veterans’ behavior in a community college 

setting. 

Aim of the Study 

The aim of this study was to design evidence-based interventions to mitigate 

student veterans’ over-involvement in the student disciplinary process.  These 

interventions would equip student veterans with tools, skills, and resources to lessen 

instances when their behavior has historically lead to serious disciplinary infractions.  

Making recommendations prior to studying the concern would have been baseless.  Thus, 

this research had a dual purpose: to identify cultural factors related to the problem, and to 

design well-condidered approaches to mitigate negative outcomes. 

Proposed Solution 

After surveying the literature and the nine study participant cases, one may 

reasonably inquire as to why WUSCC should not simply create sections of veterans-only 

courses to alleviate transition challenges.  Though the suggestion is likely borne of good 

intent, the researcher did not view that as a viable solution for a few reasons: 

• There is insufficient data to recommend WUSCC build all-veteran cohorts 

or veterans-only classes to aid student veterans’ transition processes.   

• There is no evidence within this study that would indicate WUSCC’s 

student veterans desire such an arrangement.   
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• To create a system such as the aforementioned would grant student 

veterans the opportunity to participate in parallel with civilian community 

college students, rather than reflect a system oriented to student veterans’ 

inclusion in the community. 

As Olivas and Li (2006) indicated, successful acculturation requires cultural 

immersion, not culturally parallel experiences.  The question central to this study was: 

What are the implications of military culture on student veterans’ behavior at a Western 

U.S. community college?  Therefore, the solutions recommended are intended to reflect a 

culturally-responsive perspective, and ultimately, to diminish student veterans’ over-

representation in serious student disciplinary matters at WUSCC.  Based on available 

data, the researcher recommends a three-pronged approach that includes: (1) a readily-

accessible, student-friendly guide to processes specific to the student veterans’ typical 

experience within WUSCC (roadmap), (2) a student veterans’ orientation, and (3) a 

strategic outreach plan to connect with veterans who have newly been accepted to the 

college.  In anticipation of an in-depth examination of the proposed solution, the 

following section reviews what the student veterans who participated in this research 

found important to their transition experiences.  

Support for the Solution  

Many of the student veterans who participated in this study were either near to 

completing their Associate’s degrees or had more than a couple semesters of experience 

at the time of their interviews.  Therefore, they had learned how to maneuver WUSCC’s 

various processes.  This section contains study participants’ thoughts on what would have 

been supportive to their initial transition into the college and what they felt would aid 
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their peers (see Table 4). 

Four of the participants indicated WUSCC’s student veterans could use help 

understanding how to maximize their G.I. Bill benefits.  Study participants expressed 

they had learned how to make the greatest use of their education benefits over time at the 

college, but upon reflection, would have liked help from WUSCC to avoid the learning 

curve.  Six of the nine participants felt a roadmap would have eased the transition from 

their active duty experience to their roles as community college students.  Smaller 

numbers of the student veterans interviewed felt a veteran-specific orientation would 

have been beneficial. 

Table 4 

Measures Identified as Potentially Helpful to WUSCC’s Incoming Student Veterans 

 Help with 
G.I. Bill 
benefits 

Military/veteran-
specific orientation 

Roadmap; clear 
guidance; help 
negotiating 
college 
processes 

Classes for 
student 
veterans; 
student 
veteran 
cohort 

Training for 
staff/faculty on 
student veterans’ 
issues 

Avery x     
Blake  x x   
Charlie x x x x  
Devon x  x   
Harley  x   x 
Jordan   x   
Quinn    x  
Rory x  x   
Sam   x  x 

 

Roadmap.  While the information gleaned within this study supports the value of 

specifically orienting student veterans to the community college environment, other 

strategies were identified by the study participants as having a potentially greater impact 

than an orientation.  A large majority of the study participants indicated they would have 
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benefitted from having a clear roadmap of the college’s processes.  For the study 

participants, a roadmap equated to dependable guidance.  That guidance should begin 

from the moment a student veteran’s acceptance letter is processed by the college.   

Had Charlie received a roadmap with their acceptance letter from WUSCC, they 

would have been exposed to information about where to find veterans-oriented support at 

the college, rather than having been relegated to locating the military and veterans 

programs office by chance.  Thankfully, Charlie did find the office.  The researcher 

wonders how differently Charlie’s story would have unfolded without the benefit of that 

chance encounter.  More concerning, what has happened to students, who like Charlie did 

not know support was available, but unlike Charlie, did not have the fortune of stumbling 

upon it? 

Fralick (1993) suggested students’ early encounters with staff at the community 

college can fortify or undermine the college’s efforts to support student persistence.  In 

the absence of college-initiated contact, student veterans may find their acclimation to 

WUSCC challenging.  Avery indicated one of their peers, also a student veteran, was 

unable to persist in their education due to a combination of external pressures, 

misunderstanding of how various college funding options worked, and a lack of 

awareness of the support infrastructure within WUSCC.  Charlie expressed concern about 

student veterans who find the military and veterans programs office but remain unaware 

of the many processes that must be completed before G.I. Bill funding will be available 

for book stipends and housing allowances.  Students turn in paperwork, Charlie 

suggested, and they believe the process is finished.  What they will learn, according to 

Avery, Charlie, Devon, and Rory, is that their journey through that particular aspect of 
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the bureaucracy is just beginning.  The cost for the student veteran who is unaware of the 

processing timelines and other constraints associated with using Post-9/11 G.I. Bill 

benefits is high.  A student veteran who lacks knowledge of G.I. Bill deadlines could find 

themselves without books and class materials, unable to pay their rent or mortgage 

payments, or incapable to meet other basic needs, such as food and clothing.   

Avery described student veterans as proud people who are capable and who want 

to understand how to do well.  Designing a roadmap that addresses the particulars of the 

student veterans’ community college experience would support students in forming 

realistic expectations.  Plus, student veterans would have an assessment tool to utilize as 

they accomplished progressive benchmarks in their programs. 

Veteran-specific orientation.  Studies have indicated a positive correlation 

between college orientation and a student’s persistence and completion (Fralick, 1993; 

Henriksen, 1995; Murtaugh et al., 1999).  In light of literary support, and in consideration 

of what study participants said would have been assistive to their early college 

experiences, the researcher strongly supports WUSCC’s embracing an orientation 

specific to the college’s student veterans.  Ideally, student veterans’ orientation would 

occur prior to course registration and would be offered at different times of the day to 

accommodate those students who may have competing responsibilities to manage.  

According to Fralick (1993) the timing of orientation matters; community college 

students form thoughts that translate to their persistence within the first six weeks of 

attendance.  Therefore, setting student veterans on a solid path before they begin their 

coursework is an important measure in welcoming student veterans to campus and easing 

their cultural transition.   
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Given insights shared by study participants, both the roadmap and the veteran-

specific orientation should contain guidance on how G.I. Bill benefits work and the 

processing nuances specific to WUSCC.  During orientation, student veterans should be 

provided a clear explanation of the options available to fund their classes, and they 

should be provided an opportunity to explore the personal implications of their financing 

choices so they can construct informed plans.  Student veterans should be given an 

overview of student support services, including WUSCC’s behavioral standards.   

This particular group of students spent significant, concentrated time during Basic 

Training, learning what behavior was acceptable and what would earn them punishment.  

At the time of this research, there was no acculturation event by which student veterans 

learned about the college’s expectations.  From the college’s standpoint, students were 

simply responsible to know and to comply with WUSCC’s behavioral standards (“Code 

of Conduct,” 2013).  Avery noted some students were presented the code of conduct in an 

optional orientation geared toward students whose placement test scores indicated they 

needed academic support before beginning college-level (100-level or above) courses.  

Otherwise, there was no explicit introduction to WUSCC’s rules.  Student veterans’ 

exposure to behavioral expectations should be shared verbally, in student-centric 

language so those concepts are easily understood.  Their introduction to WUSCC’s rules 

should occur toward the beginning of the student veterans’ relationship with the college 

as a component of an orientation program, not when the student veteran has violated a 

rule and has been reported to a conduct administrator.   

Strategic outreach.  When prospective students apply to WUSCC, they are asked 

to indicate their military affiliation.  At the time of this writing, that data was not used to 
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build connections with student veterans to acclimate them to WUSCC’s processes.  

Charlie indicated this was a missed opportunity to help student veterans and those 

students using Post-9/11 G.I. Bill benefits, and the researcher concurs with that 

assessment.  At the time the college receives an application, WUSCC knows whether or 

not a prospective student has any military affiliation, and the college possesses the 

individual’s contact information.  Unfortunately, due to the configuration of duties within 

WUSCC’s admissions processes, student veterans’ information does not become 

available to the military and veterans programs office until a student contacts that office 

to seek assistance (work-related personal communication, November 13, 2014).   

WUSCC has infrastructure in place which is dedicated to the military-affiliated 

population, but not every student veteran may realize support is available.  Rather than 

waiting for student veterans to happen upon the military and veterans programs office, 

college administration can deploy its communication systems to reach out and connect 

with those veterans.  Regardless of how a veteran is paying for their education, they may 

benefit from having a connection with college staff who are familiar with student 

veterans’ experiences and can help them negotiate their journey through community 

college.  A key point in the proposed outreach program should include providing student 

veterans the roadmap, an invitation to one of the orientation sessions, and the name and 

contact information for their assigned advisor. 

Thus far, the proposed strategic outreach program includes pushing out veteran-

specific information, such as the roadmap, and the extension of an invitation to college 

orientation.  Another important part of the strategic outreach to student veterans should 

include an intensive approach to advising.  After new student veterans have applied and 
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are accepted to the college they should be assigned to one staff member who is 

knowledgeable about the G.I. Bill, college advising processes, and WUSCC’s student 

support structures.  Beyond this, student veterans’ advisors should be familiar with 

impediments student veterans have encountered in the course of reaching their goals at 

WUSCC.  Advisors would provide their students a syllabus containing a descriptive list 

of the meetings scheduled to occur in the student’s first year.  This syllabus would 

include benchmarks (e.g., registration deadlines, G.I. Bill-related due dates) and topics of 

discussion (e.g., academic goal-planning, financial planning for semester breaks, options 

for supplemental funding) for meetings that occur twice a semester.  Until student 

veterans have earned 30 credits (essentially a year of college), they should receive regular 

contact from and have meetings with their advisors.  Together, the components of the 

strategic outreach program are intended to provide student veterans direction on how to 

maximize their veterans’ education benefits and the support to achieve their academic 

goals. 

Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Solution 

Based on the researcher’s understanding of WUSCC, it appears the college 

possesses unique advantages that would aid the implementation process of the proposed 

solutions.  The following sections describe contextual factors related to the proposed 

solutions.   

Financial issues.  As WUSCC is a large community college, it has employed a 

student information system to manage student records and student-oriented processes 

(e.g., recruitment, financial aid, admissions).  Documents submitted by students are 

scanned and stored electronically, so those records may be accessed by staff members 
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who need supplemental information and have the correct security permissions.  Beyond 

those factors, WUSCC utilizes other technology and social media platforms to enhance 

communication with campus constituents.  Therefore, supporting the suggested solutions 

would not require substantial funding to create infrastructure.  Leadership would need to 

plan for costs associated with the food for the orientations.  The college is fortunate to be 

situated in an area where veterans are a venerated population.  It is possible that food 

costs to support the student veterans’ orientations could be mitigated through fund-raising 

initiatives or other creative solutions.  That would be an important discussion for the 

planning team to have prior to implementing the plan.      

Staff issues.  As important as technology may be to restructuring the approach by 

which student veterans are welcomed to WUSCC, the people who will serve as points of 

contact are more so.  There are also a number of WUSCC’s community who hold special 

regard for student veterans either because they also are veterans and remember their own 

transition experiences, or they have close family and friends who have.  There may be a 

need to secure training for staff so their skills are both relevant to the segment of the 

student population they will serve and reflect current best practices.  Historically, 

WUSCC has provided training to its staff.  Staff have indicated that, when data support 

taking a particular direction, the college has been responsive and provided financial 

support (work-related personal communication, October 30, 2014; work-related personal 

communication, May 5, 2015). 

Change theory.  Thus far, the picture painted regarding the solution and 

researcher’s perceptions related to their adoption are quite positive.  The researcher 

remains hopeful of the potential progress represented by those suggestions.  However, it 
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is imperative that consideration be made of the fact that the presented solutions represent 

change.  Organizational change is neither comfortable, nor easy to generate in a system as 

large as WUSCC.  The climate would need conditioning in order for the proposed 

solutions to gain traction.  Conditioning would include building awareness of the 

problem, sharing a clearly articulated vision, and involving the people who have the 

responsibility and capacity to put the change in motion.   

To begin the conversation on the role of change theory in the implementation of 

the proposed solutions, one should consider the role of WUSCC’s leadership.  College 

leaders would need to be aware of student veterans’ current situation, have an 

understanding of the needs deficit, and possess a vision for the ideal state, which should 

be communicated throughout the institution (Burke, 2014).  It is possible even the most 

caring staff will display resistance to the proposed solutions because the solutions 

represent a marked departure from current business practice.  Key processes to the 

proposed solution have been owned by separate departments and would require reframing 

for the proposal to be realized.  Altering long-practiced processes may be perceived by 

some college staff as a bid to eliminate jobs, so leaders will have to carefully 

communicate the vision and goals undergirding the change.  Burke (2014) referred to this 

type of resistance as “turf protection” (p. 120).  Embracing a communication strategy that 

demonstrates respect for the audience and includes clear communication regarding the 

issues driving the need for change would be the primary means of addressing resistance 

(Rogers, 2003). 

While the college’s leaders are responsible for framing and communicating the 

vision throughout WUSCC, staff who work directly with the students and the technology 
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WUSCC utilizes to coordinate processes will be the drivers of the adoption of the 

proposed solutions (Burke, 2014; Rogers, 2003).  Staff need to be empowered to reshape 

the solutions in such a manner as they would be contextually viable.  Rogers (2003) 

indicated providing adopters the ability to experiment with and reinvent the proposed 

solutions in ways that align with departmental needs not only increases the rate of 

adoption, but also its longevity within the system. 

Implementation of the Proposed Solution 

Due to constraints, the proposed solutions – a student veterans’ roadmap, 

orientation, and strategic outreach were not implemented.  As the researcher spent time in 

WUSCC’s military and veterans programs office both for their practicum and to recruit 

study participants for this research, leadership were aware of the study’s progress.  One 

byproduct of that relationship was that the director and their team created and hosted an 

orientation for student veterans and their families as an introduction to the summer term.  

Though the orientation may have been inspired by this study, the researcher’s study did 

not directly inform the orientation.   

The proposed solutions have been described as a three-pronged approach to 

acculturate newly enrolled student veterans to WUSCC.  Designing the roadmap and 

orientation are likely to be less labor-intensive, as there are exemplars present both 

internal and external to WUSCC.  The larger challenge may be coordinating 

interdepartmental communication structures so veterans who have recently been accepted 

to the college can be directly connected with the military and veterans programs office.  

Implementation of the strategic outreach should be staged as a set of processes running 

concurrently with those measures to implement the roadmap and orientation.  Given 
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WUSCC’s present infrastructure, the proposed solutions may reasonably be implemented 

over the course of an academic year. 

Prior to implementing the proposed solution, directors and team leads in the 

admissions and military and veterans programs offices should meet to determine how to 

align communication between the departments.  During the first meeting, it would be 

important that the two groups decide how communication between the offices would 

occur, the frequency of communication, and to configure the workgroups that would be 

responsible for implementing the three components of the proposed solution.  The 

following section is an overview of the proposed implementation plan.   

Building the Roadmap 

Constructing the roadmap would require no more than three team members.  One 

would outline the steps veterans need to get the veterans’ education benefits started, 

including those processes unique to WUSCC and the expected timelines associated with 

the processes; another would outline the enrollment and registration processes; and the 

last would detail support services at the college, including those oriented to supplemental 

financial help.  The document generated from the planning should be no longer than one 

page written in the style of a flow chart.  Prior to the dissemination of the roadmap, it 

should be tested with a small group of student veterans, whose feedback will refine the 

product so it is ultimately presented in student-friendly language.  The roadmap should be 

made available on WUSCC’s military and veterans programs office webpage and that of 

the admissions office, which are natural entry points for student veterans.  
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Student Veterans’ Orientation 

Though it would be ideal for the orientation to be mandatory, that requirement is 

not consistent with practice at WUSCC, where only certain students are asked to attend 

orientation.  Making the distinction is important because some student veterans may also 

have to attend the general orientation program.  One way to differentiate the college’s 

general orientation from the one for student veterans would be to offer a light meal to 

attendees of the student veterans’ orientation.  Another distinction of the proposed 

orientation is that student veterans would be permitted to bring their families if that 

would be supportive of their introduction to WUSCC’s culture.  Essentially, the student 

veterans’ orientation would be an extra step for those students who have been identified 

as needing support to become college ready, so it is incumbent upon the college to make 

the student veterans’ orientation a value-added experience.  Student veterans should be 

provided an agenda for the event and an information packet, which should include the 

roadmap and fliers for offices where WUSCC students receive academic and other 

assistance.  Representation from student support departments and from college 

administration should be present at the orientations.  The rationale for taking this measure 

is two-fold:  

1. Enabling the success of student veterans is an institutional concern, not one 

that resides in an individual office.  Interdisciplinary representation reflects 

the college’s commitment to this segment of the student population. 

2. Student veterans will be encouraged to interact with numerous student 

services departments at WUSCC.  Those interactions would act as the 

foundation of support networks at the college and reinforce the idea that there 
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is no wrong way for students to begin their learning within WUSCC’s culture. 

Student veterans are familiar with attending briefings where information is 

directed at them in mass quantities.  Orientation to WUSCC should not follow that 

pattern.  The orientation should last no longer than three hours, including the time 

reserved for the meal.  G.I. Bill guidance should feature prominently at the orientation.  It 

would also be important to introduce student veterans to WUSCC’s behavioral 

expectations and the other services available to enhance student success.  During this 

time, student veterans should be given an opportunity to interact with and schedule their 

first meetings with their assigned advisors.   

Strategic Outreach 

The strategic outreach component of the solution model relies upon the 

communication network between the admissions office and the military and veterans 

programs office.  Initially, the admissions team would send the military and veterans 

programs office a list of veterans who applied to the college each day.  The student 

information system WUSCC uses is capable of generating comma separated values 

(CSV) files that correspond to a set of parameters.  In this case, the list would result in the 

creation of a spreadsheet with the name, student identification number, and the contact 

information of each applicant who is also a veteran.  Admissions sends newly accepted 

WUSCC students their welcome letters, a process that would remain in place for 

veterans.  The military and veterans programs office would be responsible to send 

veterans the roadmap, their invitation to attend orientation, and the name and contact 

information of their advisor.     
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Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Implementation of the Solution 

As noted in the previous treatment of stakeholders to the proposed solution, 

student veterans, college staff, and WUSCC’s administrators are key stakeholders to the 

concern and to its resolution.  While small, department-level changes may have the 

capacity to impact other sections of the college.  The magnitude of the effect of engaging 

the proposed strategic outreach program is most likely to be felt in the admissions and 

military and veterans programs offices.  The vice president of student services has the 

responsibility of imparting strategic leadership, namely helping the teams maintain focus 

on the vision.  They should also be prepared to provide financial support to aid 

implementation of the proposed solution.  The directors of those departments are 

responsible for operational leadership and should guide their team in actualizing and 

assessing the plan.  Team members have the responsibility of galvanizing the plan, 

compiling the reports containing recently accepted student veterans to the college, and 

getting that information to those who need it to fulfill their role in implementation. 

Evaluation and Timeline for Implementation and Assessment 

Given WUSCC’s infrastructure and access to resources, the proposed solutions 

should be implemented at the college after six months of planning occurs.  Taking the 

time to plan carefully is important to this endeavor, as actualization of the proposed 

solution forms one of the first set of interactions student veterans will have with the 

college.  If the college retains and supports these students, positive initial interactions will 

have been a contributing factor (Fralick, 1993). While the planning occurs in stages, 

actual implementation of the three components of the proposed solution should happen 

simultaneously.   
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The balance of the year would allow for the actual implementation of the 

proposed solutions.  After the first six months of implementation, responsible 

departments would engage small-scale assessments and make adjustments informed by 

data.  Small-scale assessments would include feedback given by attendees of the 

orientation and those students who have received contact through the strategic outreach 

program.  Staff involved at any level of planning and implementation of the proposed 

solutions should contribute their feedback in a separate assessment.  Watson and Watson 

(2013) described creating a system of continual feedback and adjustment as consistent 

with the “learning organization” (p. 45).  The learning organization is proactive, aware of 

pressurizing forces from both internal and external environments, and is flexible (Watson 

& Watson, 2013).   

How will college administrators know that student veterans have been 

acculturated to WUSCC?  Assessing the effectiveness of the proposed solutions should 

begin no sooner than a year after the plan’s implementation.  Like other aspects of the 

plan, assessment would require interdepartmental collaboration.  All the attendees of the 

student veterans’ orientation could be placed in a data cohort.  The expertise of 

WUSCC’s institutional research department would support structured data collection. 

Student veterans’ attendance at orientation, advisor meetings, and their persistence from 

term to term would need to be monitored and recorded.  Conduct administrators would be 

responsible to measure the list of orientation attendees against their serious disciplinary 

cases for the year subsequent to the plan’s implementation.  Finally, orientation attendees 

would be surveyed after the year passed to capture the value of the program to its target 

audience.  
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Implications 

Practical Implications 

Student veterans are over-represented in serious student disciplinary cases at 

WUSCC.  At the time of this study, student veterans at the college were nearly three 

times more likely (per capita) than their non-military counterparts to have been 

implicated in a serious disciplinary concern.  This issue merited study because evidence 

suggests the Armed Forces are downsizing and veterans are turning to college as a means 

of transitioning to the civilian workforce (Alexander & Shalal, 2014; McGarry, 2014; 

Vanden Brook, 2015; SVA, 2016). It is reasonable to conclude WUSCC’s present 

condition could be exacerbated in the absence of a college-drive intervention.   

While misconduct is a behavioral issue, for the purpose of this study, the 

researcher approached the matter as a cultural concern.  Consider once again Goldich’s 

(2011) and Schein’s (1992) treatments on culture, in which they suggested culture 

manifests in a person’s values, attitudes, and actions.  People also demonstrate their 

cultural underpinnings in their manner of speech.  Study participants indicated their ways 

of speaking and physically interacting with others was a byproduct of their military 

careers.  Some participants shared that, in the course of their time at the college, they 

learned that aspects of their military culture were considered unacceptable in WUSCC’s 

culture.   

The college bears significant responsibility for student veterans’ acculturation 

process.  Student veterans’ are also responsible to learn and adapt to their new culture.  It 

is possible in this situation, neither stakeholder may have possessed sufficient awareness 

about the developing concern to spur change.  The college anecdotally recognized a 
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trend; individual student veterans found themselves embroiled in the student disciplinary 

process.  Neither were aware of the forces contributing to the condition. This study 

demonstrated one potential opportunity to mitigate WUSCC’s disciplinary concern and to 

aid student veterans in this aspect of their transition to civilian life. 

Implications for Future Research 

Prior to this study, the researcher had not encountered data that examined the 

impact of military culture on student veterans’ behavior in the community college setting.  

The lack of research prompted an exploratory case study.  Qualitative study has the 

benefit of shaping a topic in the study participants’ words, through the lens of those 

experiencing a condition, and provides the researcher access to rich, thick data (Creswell, 

2014).  Seeking an answer to the study’s primary question through a case study was a 

reasonable manner of opening the discussion.  Future research should broaden the 

conversation.   

Timing.  The majority of student veterans who participated in this research had 

attended WUSCC for at least a year.  That was not a factor by which participants were 

selected. Study participants shared their transition experiences from a reflective 

perspective, which certainly elucidated the research.  Student veterans who participated 

in this study had learned or devised means of negotiating WUSCC’s culture.  It would be 

interesting to learn how the data would change, all other conditions the same, if all 

participants had been WUSCC students for less than a year.    

Disability.  Grossman (2009) estimated 40% of the veterans of recent wars and 

military action separated from active service in possession of either a physical or mental 

impairment; in some cases, veterans must learn how to manage both.  While study 
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participants were not excluded from this study for having disclosed a disability, the 

researcher also did not purposefully select for student veterans who were also managing 

service-related disabilities.  Those students could further inform this research, as their 

abilities and limitations may have cultural implications and impact their manner of 

interacting with others in the WUSCC community. 

Dependents.  Military culture also touches the veteran’s family.  The researcher 

purposefully placed bounds on the study to promote feasibility.  Those boundaries meant 

military dependents, who are also WUSCC students, were not included in this research.  

Dependents live with one foot in the military world and the other in the civilian world.  

They were also significantly represented in WUSCC’s disciplinary concerns.  Their 

insights would inform the study of military culture’s implications on student behavior 

from a different perspective.     

Quantitative study.  A set of themes emerged in the data collected and examined 

in vivo data for this study.  The information derived reflected the participants’ 

understanding of both military and community college cultures.  It would be worthwhile 

to collect data through a quantitative lens based on those themes.  Not only would a 

quantitative study have the potential to touch a larger group of student veterans, but it 

could be broadened to include the civilian student population as a control.   

Implications for Leadership Theory and Practice  

Leadership theory encourages the aspirational, quality leader to ask questions 

about the world in which they live.  Leaders inspire others to engage their curiosity.  That 

the pursuit of a doctorate in leadership culminates in a dissertation makes sense.  The 

project begins with a question, presents a possible answer, and concludes with more 
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inquiry.  Bardach (2012) pointed to this in his reflection on missed opportunities.  The 

over-representation of student veterans in serious disciplinary cases presented such an 

opportunity to this researcher.  Every aspect of the dissertation journey has been 

educational, but the broader lesson within this research is to be sensitive to the 

environments in which one travels.  In Lowney’s (2003) treatment of Jesuit leadership, he 

challenged leaders to approach problems with the surety that they have solutions.  One 

may respond to that challenge by being willing to accept that solutions may come from a 

number of sources.  Thus, the leader’s ultimate charge is to be aware.  After completing 

interviews, a couple participants expressed gratitude for having been asked questions 

about their experiences because they said no one had in the past.  This was a solid 

reminder that as a leader, one is not responsible to generate all the answers, rather to ask 

good questions.     

Ostrom (2005) reminded aspiring leaders that leadership is a model of 

dependency.  Within an organization, no one achieves a goal independently.  If we are to 

produce quality work, according to Ostrom, “we are dependent on others to do their work 

creatively, energetically, and predictably, and vice versa” (p. 4).  The proposed solutions 

reflect the necessity of collaboration.  Staff in the military and veterans programs office 

and in the admissions office may approach solution-finding differently, and within those 

differences may reside the creativity integral to mitigating the problem. 

Summary of the Study 

This study was derived of curiosity regarding student veterans’ behavior at 

WUSCC.  Data pointed to a concerning trend corresponding to that cohort and its over-

involvement in serious infractions.  Serious misconduct ranged from disruptive behavior 
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to violence.  Per capita, student veterans were nearly three times more likely than their 

civilian counterparts to have been involved in a serious disciplinary case (Haynes, 2016).  

Conduct administrators tend to focus on a student’s behavior as a means of encouraging 

their development (Dannells, 1997).  This study considered the apparent behavioral 

issues within the student veteran population at WUSCC by seeking an understanding of 

its roots.  Culture is foundational to behavior; investigating student veterans’ behavior 

from that angle was a sound place to begin the discussion (Adler & McAdams, 2007; 

Schein, 1990; Shepherd, 2011). 

  Exploring this issue through the lens of culture was novel and led the researcher 

to pursue inquiry through the case study methodology.  Nine WUSCC student veterans 

shared their experiences, which were presented in Chapter Four both as individual cases 

and in a cross-case analysis.  Study participants indicated there is a difference between 

military and community college cultures and that their military experience had influenced 

their interactions with others at WUSCC.  Of particular interest was the importance study 

participants placed on the differences in communication styles between members of each 

culture.  The use of language, particularly curse words, appeared to mark a firm line 

between the military and community college cultures.  A number of study participants 

shared the military had taught them to be direct communicators, a characteristic for which 

there was less acceptance in WUSCC’s culture.  Student veterans became aware of the 

divergence in mores after being questioned by civilian classmates or reprimanded by their 

instructors for expressing a strong opinion or using foul language. 

As it became clear that culture had a role in student veterans’ behavior, the 

researcher designed solutions focused on acculturating these students to the college.  
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WUSCC is well-placed to explore avenues to fortify support provided to student 

veterans. The researcher’s proposed solutions included designing a roadmap of processes 

for student veterans; creating an orientation for student veterans that would address issues 

singular to their community college experiences; and engaging a strategic outreach plan 

whereby the college would initiate contact with the veterans who have recently been 

accepted to WUSCC to enable those students to begin their relationship with the college 

on solid footing.  The foundational goal of those solutions is that student veterans’ over-

representation in serious disciplinary concerns would be diminished.    
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Appendix A 

Interview Protocol 

Time of interview:  

Date:  

Place:  

Interviewer:  

Interviewee:  

Position of 

interviewee: 

 

Contact information:  

 This study’s purpose is to explore the effect of military 
culture on student veteran’s behavior at a Western U.S. 
community college.  
 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project, 
which looks at both military culture and community college 
culture.  I want to remind you that your responses will remain 
confidential and anonymous, with the exception of a threat of 
doing harm to yourself or to another.  I have a consent form 
for you to read and sign.  Please let me know if you need a 
break, or if you have questions. 

Demographic Questions: 

1. In which branch(es) of the Armed Forces did you serve? 

2. How long did you serve in the military? 
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3. During your career, how many times did you deploy? 

4. What do you plan to accomplish at this college? 

5. How long have you attended this college? 

6. How much prior experience did you have attending a civilian community 
college before enrolling here? 

 

 

Questions: 

1. Please describe your experience at the community college so far. 

2. How would you describe the culture at this community college? 
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3. How would you describe military culture? 

 

 
4. What similarities and differences do you see between the military culture 

and the community college culture? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. How did you know what the behavioral expectations would be when you 
were in active service? 
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6. How do you know what the behavioral expectations are of you at this 
community college? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Has there been a time you felt as though your behavior on campus was 
misunderstood?  Please describe the behavior and any related outcomes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. How do you think your military experience affects your experience at this 
institution? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Before you started your work at this community college, what did you 
expect your experience would be? 
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10. How does your actual experience match your expectations? 

 
 

11. Knowing what you do now, what information or advice would you have 
liked to have before beginning your studies at this community college? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12. What do you wish the college knew about you, as a veteran, in order to help 
you be a more successful student? 
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Appendix B 

Study Participant Invitation Letter 

Dear Student Veteran: 
 
My name is Dawna Haynes, and I am currently a doctoral student at Creighton University.  In my 
professional role, I serve as the Assistant Dean of Students at a local community college.  For my 
dissertation research, I am working on a project called Implications of Military Culture on 
Student Veterans’ Behavior at a Western U.S. Community College.  The purpose for this study is 
to learn how military culture effects student veterans’ behavior in the community college setting.  
 
The broad goals for this project are: (a) to identify methods student veterans can use to enhance 
their success in the community college environment, and (b) to provide student conduct 
administrators evidence-based interventions to support student learning. I am asking you to 
participate in my study because of your status as a student veteran attending this Western U.S. 
community college.  You have unique expertise, and I would like to learn from you. 
 
I will gather information through one-on-one interviews, lasting no longer than 90 minutes.  To 
maintain the integrity of what you share with me, I will digitally record and have the interview 
transcribed.  After the interview transcription is complete, I will provide you the opportunity to 
review your interview transcript for accuracy, and add to or clarify any points you wish. Your 
participation in this study will be completely voluntary.  No compensation will be provided.  You 
will be given an alias by which you will be addressed during the interview and your responses 
coded so your identity will remain anonymous. 
 
This study’s outcomes may provide community college administrators greater insight into the 
needs of the student veteran population.  Other student veterans, or those who are beginning their 
education in a similar environment, may find useful strategies that emerge from the study.     
 
I have taken all reasonable safeguards to mitigate potential risks.  There are no known risks to 
you associated with this study.  You may choose not to answer any of the interview questions, 
and you may withdraw from the interview process at any time should you no longer wish to 
participate.  
 
You may contact me with questions about this study via email at dawnahaynes@creighton.edu or 
Dr. Donnette Noble, Dissertation Chair/Research Advisor, at donnettenoble@creighton.edu.  You 
may also contact Creighton University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) Office 
(IRB@creighton.edu) or [redacted] IRB Board at [redacted] regarding this project. 
 
Respectfully, 

 

Dawna Haynes 
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Appendix C 

Informed Consent Form 

 

Dear Student Veteran: 

I am conducting research to explore the effect of military culture on student veteran’s 
behavior at a Western U.S. community college.  In this study, you will be asked to 
answer eighteen questions in an interview format about your experiences as a student 
veteran.  I have allotted 90 minutes for the interview so you can answer questions without 
feeling rushed.  There is no requirement that we use the entire 90 minutes.   

There are no known risks to you for your participation in this study.  Participation in this 
research is completely voluntary, and you may terminate participation at any time 
without any negative consequences. 

Your information will be handled confidentially.  You will be assigned an alias by which 
you will be addressed during this study, and by which your interview will be coded to 
protect your privacy. 

You may contact me with questions about this study at dawnahaynes@creighton.edu, or 
you may contact my Dissertation Chair/Research Advisor Dr. Donnette Noble at 
donnettenoble@creighton.edu.  For other questions, you may contact Creighton 
University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) at irb@creighton.edu or the [redacted] 
Executive Director of Strategy Management at [redacted]. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

I understand the study and have been given a copy of the description of the research 
project as described above.  I am 18 years of age or older, and I agree to participate in 
this study. 

 

__________________________________________ 

Participant’s Signature                                      Date 
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Appendix D 

Study Site IRB Approval 
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Appendix E  

Creighton University IRB External Review 
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